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HOW TO PLAN YOUR BOOK 

You have the ability, right now, to write and publish a book on a subject 

that is important to you. Like riding a bicycle, learning how to write a 

book is a skill that you can master with practice and repetition. 

According to USA Today, 82% of adults dream of writing a book someday, 

either to express a heart-felt concern about a subject, or to earn a living, and 

even become successful. 

Many books are written by people who are not particularly good at writing. 

Instead, they hire a "writer-for-hire" who interviews them, takes notes on their 

ideas and insights, and then works it into a book which they go on to publish 

under their own name. 

Many of the bestselling books on the New York Times lists were not written 

by the person whose name appears on the cover. They were written by other 

writers. 

There are more than 2,000,000 books published each year and yours can be 

one of them. 

The key to writing a book is to "Just Write!" Writing is one thing that you can

not get worse at by doing it. 
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List three times during the week when you could work on your book: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Albert Hubbard, one of the most prolific writers in American history was once 

asked the key to successful writing. He replied, "The only way to learn to write 

is to write and write and write and write, and write and write and write." 

My own story might be instructive. I did not graduate from high school, and 

I failed high school English. I fantasized about writing a book for many years 

before I decided to "Just write!" 

In 1981, I began giving talks and seminars to ever larger groups. To speak ef

fectively, I had to do hundreds of hours of research, and read hundreds of books 

over the years. To keep current, I read dozens of magazines and thousands of 

articles. I'd read many of them several times. 

When I developed my one-to-three day seminars, I would structure the materi

als so that the seminar started strong, in the first session, and then developed 
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progressively, step-by-step through to the last session, where it ended on a 

strong, positive note. 

When I began to write books, I used the same structure. I learned later that 

this is a powerful formula for successful books. Start with a strong chapter that 

gives a lot of value and benefits to the reader, develop the subject throughout 

the book, and end with a strong chapter that summarizes and emphasizes the 

main points. It is a simple formula, but it works, over and over. 

List three valuable ideas, insights or instructions you could offer a reader of 

your book: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Today, I write four or five books each year and am published by seven different 

publishers in the U.S., as well as dozens of publishers in 38 languages and 58 

countries. I have sold millions of books on a wide variety of subjects. 
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George Bernard Shaw, who became the most famous "man of letters" in 

England, winning countless awards and becoming extremely wealthy, started 

writing at the age of twenty. But he did not sell his first work until he was 42. 

For twenty-two years, he kept his job and slaved away in the evenings. When 

he finally began selling his works, he went on to become famous world-wide. 

Harold Robbins wrote for many years before his book, The Carpetbaggers 

became a best seller, and then triggered best selling status among all his pre

vious books. 

There are 20 steps that I've identified that anyone can follow to become a 

published author. 

1 Find Your Passion 

Start with a message, idea, or story that you really want to share with other 

people. 

This must be something for which you have a passion, something that you 

believe in. 

One of the best definitions of a writer is; "A person who cannot not write." 

What are you writing about? What do you have a passion for? 
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What knowledge, expertise or belief do you have that could benefit the lives 

of others? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

2 Become an Expert 

You must be an expert on your subject. 

You must know ten words for every word you write, or the reader will know 

that you are talking off the top of your head. 

• If you want to write on success, you must already be successful. 

• If you write on money, you must already be rich. 

• If you write on relationships, you must be happily married. 
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What area, subject or topic do you have experiences in that make you an au

thority on a subject? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

3 Define Your Target Market 

Exactly who are you writing this book for? Why will your book appeal to them? 

What are the hopes, fears and dreams of your reader? 

Hopes? 

Fears? 
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Dreams? -----------------------------------------------·-----

What are the desires and motivations of your reader? 

Desires? -----------------------------------------------·-----

Motivations? 

What are the interests and concerns of your reader? 

Interests? --------------------------------------------------

Concerns? 

What are the problems that your reader has that your book will solve? 

a) 
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b) 

c) 

What are the frustrations that your book will take away? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

4 Define the Demographics 

What is the age range of the prospective reader? -----·----

What is the sex of your ideal reader? 

What is the income range of your reader? 

9 
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What is the job or occupation of your reader? 

What is the level of education of your reader? 

What kind of family or relationship does he/she have? _______ _ 

For you to write a book proposal for a literary agent or for a publisher, you 

will have to be able to answer these questions. Otherwise, no one will consider 

publishing your book. 

Make sure that your market is large enough. I only write books that I feel have 

at least one million potential book buyers. 

How many potential buyers are there for your book? Who are they? 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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When you write a book proposal, you will be asked to describe the type of 

person who will buy the book, and the number of those people that exist in 

the current market. 

What are the three top selling books in your desired category? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Now list at least three differences and advantages for the reader that your book 

offers that these books don't have: 

a) 

b) 
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c) 

5 Expand Your Knowledge 

Continuously expand your knowledge on the subject. 

Buy, read and find out everything you can about other authors, books or articles 

dealing with the same subject. Make sure that your material is different and 

better than other people writing in your field in at least three ways. 

List three ways that your book is superior to others in this area: 

1) 

2) 

3) 
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6 Gather the Information 

Gather all the information that you will need to write your book. Do your re

search and homework before you start to write. 

Do you have all the information you need to write your book? 

Do you have solid examples and/or experiences that explain and back up each 

of your book points? 

If not, what pieces are you missing? ____________________ _ 

Where will you find the missing pieces? 

Is there any area that you're unclear on? 

Paul Johnson, one of the best writers in the world today, describes how he 

gathers 1500 pieces of information and then organizes them from beginning 

to end, in a logical structure, before he begins writing a book on any subject. 
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To write an excellent non-fiction book, you will have to have a lot of informa

tion available to you. 

Action Exercise 

Make a preliminary list of 50 thoughts, ideas, stories, methods, techniques and 

insights that you could include in your book. 

This list then becomes the outline of your plan to write your book. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 
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13) __________________________________ __ 

14) ------------------------------------

15) _________________________________________ __ 

16) __________________________________ __ 

17) ____________________________________________ ___ 

18) ------------------------------------

1~------------------------------------

2~------------------------------------

21) ------------------------------------

2~-----------------------------------------------

23) __________________________________ __ 

2~------------------------------------

25) __________________________________ __ 

26) __________________________________ __ 

27) ____________________________________________ ___ 

2~------------------------------------

2~-----------------------------------------------

3~------------------------------------

31) _________________________________________ __ 

15 
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3~------------------------------------

33) __________________________________ __ 

3~-----------------------------------------------

35) __________________________________ __ 

36) _________________________________________ __ 

37) __________________________________ __ 

3~-----------------------------------------------

3~-----------------------------------------------

4~-----------------------------------------------

41) ____________________________________________ ___ 

4~------------------------------------

43) _________________________________________ __ 

4~-----------------------------------------------

45) _________________________________________ __ 

46) _________________________________________ __ 

~) __________________________________ __ 

4~-----------------------------------------------

4~------------------------------------

5~----------------------------·--------------

16 
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How to Write 
Your Book 
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HOW TO WRITE YOUR BOOK 

I n this section, I'll be teaching steps 7 through 11 of my 20 step process 

which covers how to organize your material and begin writing your book. 

7 Organize Your Material 

Organize your material into seven, ten, twelve or twenty-one chapters, each 

following in a logical order, from beginning to end. 

When I began writing, I converted my audio programs, each of which had 

twelve parts, into a series of twelve-chapter books. 

Thinking in terms of a number of chapters forces you to decide what will be 

contained in each chapter, and how each of the chapters will be organized in 

relationship to each other. 

Make a list of at least seven chapter titles where you break down your subject 

into smaller subjects: 

1) 

2) 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

For example: To write a book on selling, you could start with an introduction 

and then seven parts of the selling process to form each chapter. 

Chapter 1: Prospecting 

Chapter 2: Establishing Trust and Building Credibility 

Chapter 3: Identifying Customer Needs 

Chapter 4: Making Effective Presentations 

Chapter 5: Answering Objections 

Chapter 6: Closing the Sale 

Chapter 7: Making Repeat Sales and Getting Referrals 

Summary 
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With this kind of outline, you can begin placing different ideas in each of the 

chapters. 

8 Identifying Key Points 

Once you have a chapter title, get yourself a legal sized writing pad and jot 

down every key point that you could think of that could possibly be included 

in this chapter. 

I call this the "down-dump." As you begin to write the points that should be 

included in this chapter, more ideas will occur to you. You will often find 

yourself writing two, three and four pages of material, with dozens of ideas 

that fall under the chapter heading. 

Once you have written down all the material for each of your chapters, begin 

with chapter one and organize your point from the first point through to the 

closing part of the chapter. 

Action Exercise 

The hardest part of anything new is starting in the first place. Instead of writ

ing a whole book, imagine writing one chapter, as an article. 

Make a list of all the important ideas you would write if you were commis

sioned to write a single 2500 word article on your subject. 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

~~------------------------------------

9 Mind Mapping 

You may want to use a "mind map" to create a visual picture of each chapter. 

To do this, you take a blank sheet of paper, preferably a large sheet, and put 

a circle in the middle of the page. Inside this circle, you write the title of the 

chapter. 

You then draw a line outward toward the edges of the page, and at the end of 

each line draw a circle which will stand for a major subject to be covered in 

this chapter. 
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You then draw lines that branch out from each of these lines. On each of these 

branches, you write the sub-points covered under that heading. 

By the time you have finished, you will have your entire chapter laid out in 

front of you, very much like a brain cell with ganglia connecting it to other 

brain cells. 

Action Exercise 

Create a mind map for one chapter that will serve as a model for each subse

quent chapter. You can create a mind map using a piece of paper and a pen, or 

you can use a mind mapping software. You can find out more information on 

mind mapping by searching it on Google. 

Your ability to do this the first time is a test of how serious you are about the 

whole project of writing. 

10 Dictating Your Book 

Once you have written a list of all the ideas that you are going to include in 

each chapter, begin with chapter one and dictate the book in the order of the 

material you have chosen. 

Begin with your first point, a strong statement that grabs attention, makes a 

point, and arouses interest in the reader in reading further. 
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For example, I have used the following opening in many books and audio 

programs over the years: 

"More people are going to make more money in the next few years of human 

history than ever before and your job is to be one of them, and my job is to 

get you there." 

Action Exercise 

Write a strong, powerful opening sentence that immediately grabs the atten

tion of your reader. 

Dictating your book is one of the most powerful exercises I have ever discov

ered. Dictating dramatically increases the speed at which you create your ini

tial manuscript. When you dictate, you are forced to write in a conversational 

tone of voice. This adds warmth to your material and makes it easier and more 

enjoyable to read for the reader. 
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The process of dictating your book is simple: 

• Review your material and number your points from "1" onward. What 

will be your first point? Your second point? And so on. 

• Talk into the dictaphone as if you were speaking to a single person, 

someone you like and want to help with your ideas. 

• Use "winner copy," speaking to your reader as if he/she was an excep

tional person. 

• Dictate every sentence and paragraph as if your transcriber had no idea 

about punctuation or sentence structure. 

• Use a dictation machine or dictation software. 

You are now ready to begin the process of rewriting and editing your material. 

11 Transcribing Your Dictation 

Once you have dictated the entire book, chapter by chapter, give it to a typist 

and have the typist type it out and give it back to you by e-mail or disk for 

your computer. 

You are now ready to begin the process of editing and polishing your raw 

material. 
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If for any reason you are not now using a computer for your writing, you must 

begin immediately. If you have not yet learned to touch-type, immediately 

purchase the computer program Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing. 

By following this course, perhaps the most popular in the world, for thirty 

minutes each day, you will be touch typing and fluent with Microsoft Word 

within 60-90 days. 
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HOW TO EDIT AND ORGANIZE YOUR BOOK 

I n this section, I'll teach you how to break your book into pieces, organize 

them, and edit them. 

12 Set up a Work Schedule 

Create blocks of time consisting of two, three or four hours each. Put every

thing aside and discipline yourself to sit at your keyboard and edit your mate

rial during this time. 

Create a space in your home or apartment. Get yourself a desk and a proper 

set-up. You need silence in which to work and do good editing. 

Action Exercise 

Set up a desk or work space that will become you office or writing space for 

your book. 

13 First Book Edit 

Read the entire book through from the first word to the last word and edit as 

you go. As you edit, correct the grammar and typing errors, of which there 

will be many. Create the necessary paragraphs, to make sure that each one 

contains a single thought. 
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The first edit is the longest and the hardest job of editing in the whole book. It 

will take you about 2-3 hours per chapter. 

14 Second Book Edit 

In your second edit, break up the text with a heading every two, three or four 

paragraphs. This makes your writing "bite-sized" and easy to read. 

Action Exercise 

Create interesting sub-titles for each three or four paragraphs. 

15 Introduction, Preface and Acknowledgements 

A preface explains why you are writing this book and why it is important. 

Sometimes you can get someone else to write the preface for you. 

Your introduction is where you explain to the reader the importance of this 

subject, and what he or she will gain from reading your book. 

You write your acknowledgements if other people have helped you in the writ

ing, the research or the publication of the book. People are very flattered to be 

acknowledged in a book and see their name in print. 
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16 Third Book Edit 

In your third edit, place a quote at the beginning of each chapter. If it is a self

help or educational book of some kind, create two, three, five or even seven 

action steps at the end of each chapter. 

When you write an action step, always begin with an imperative verb, a com

mand. 

For example, you could say "Write down three goals that you intend to ac

complish within the next thirty days." 

17 Fourth Book Edit 

In your fourth edit, which will take much less time than the earlier edits, you 

polish the sentences, delete unnecessary material, and make final corrections. 

18 Fifth Book Edit 

In your fifth and often final edit, you completely re-read the entire book, line 

by line, from cover to cover. You will be amazed at the number of small mis

takes that you pick up even though you have already been through the book 

from beginning to end four separate times. 
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The key to editing is that you must be satisfied with your work. You must feel 

that there is nothing more that you can do to improve it. Sometimes, you will 

have to re-write the book six or seven times, or even more. 

Og Mandino, who wrote, The Greatest Salesman in the World and sold mil

lions of copies, once told me that he re-wrote each book thirteen to fifteen 

times. 

He said that, "My books are easy to read because they are so hard to write." 

19 YourCommitment 

The entire process of writing a book as described above requires 50-100 

hours of intense, focused work, after you have gathered all your material for 

the book. 

Sometimes, the idea of writing 200-300 pages and investing more than 100 

hours is overwhelming to a person. This is the reason why so many books go 

unwritten throughout history. 

But several friends of mine, facing this dilemma, have discovered that they 

could go to bed early, arise early, and write one page per day. If you write one 

page per day, you will have a book ready to go to the publisher within twelve 

months. 
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20 Background Music 

Always play gentle classical music, non-vocal, in the background when you 

are working. Best of all, get stereo headphones and listen to classical music 

while you work. 
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33 

T here are 2,000,000 plus books published each year and yours might as 

well be one of them. In this section, I'm going to teach you how to market 

your book and get it published. 

Before I wrote my first book, I read several books about how to write a book 

written by professional writers with many years of experience. This knowledge 

helped me enormously in every book I have written since then. 

When I went out to get published, no one would even return my phone calls or 

letters. I soon realized that I didn't know what I was doing. 

I began buying books and articles about how to get published. I found that it 

is a fiercely competitive business. As many as 99 out of 100 books are never 

published, or even seriously considered by publishers or literary agents. 

Today, I have written and published more than 50 books in 38 languages and 

58 countries. I write and publish four or five books each year, and work with 

eight U.S. publishers alone, plus many others all over the world. 

Plan and Prepare 

Not long ago, a woman contacted me through a friend and asked me to review 

her manuscript and help her get a publisher. Because of my friend, I agreed to do 
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whatever I could. What I got from her however, was a stream-of-consciousness 

narrative that she had dictated and had someone type. It lurched all over the 

subject like a drunk going from lamppost to lamppost. 

What was most surprising that she expected me to find her a publisher who 

would take her confusing material and re-write it into a book for publication. 

She was convinced that all she needed was an idea and a bunch of words of 

paper and someone else would not only do all the work, and pay her a big 

advance as well. 

Because I am always open to helping writers, I have had this experience several 

times. People send me the most awful stuff and want me to give a line-by-line 

critique, reading their manuscript and helping them to re-write it and turn it 

into a book. This is simply not the way the world works. 

Let us begin with what you have to do to get published. 

Be Publishable! 

First of all, you must be "publishable." This is a cutthroat business where 80% 

of books fail to sell out their first run of 2,500 copies, leaving the publisher 

stuck and in a money losing situation. 

Not long ago a publisher told me about a business book another publisher had 

paid a $200,000 advance for, plus spent $50,000 advertising it. It was by a 

well-known executive, and at the end of the day, it only sold 1,250 copies. The 

publisher lost more than a quarter of a million dollars on this project. 
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Publishers Hate Returns 

Publishers hate losing money. They hate returns as well. As it happens, all books 

are sold on consignment to book stores, and if they don't sell, the publisher has 

to take them back, credit the bookstore, and often throw the remaining books 

away. 

Only 20% of books make money. Sales of 10,000 copies or more are considered 

respectable. Only 5% of books are really profitable, and less than 1% become 

top sellers, and then sometimes only for a week. 

I have personally sold as many as two million copies of a book over several 

years and have only been on a best seller list a couple of times. 

To achieve being "publishable," you will need a good subject, a good title, a 

good sub-title, and your book must be well written- just to get someone to 

notice you. 

Choosing the Right Title 

For non-fiction, the best titles start with an imperative verb, such as Harvey 

Mackay's book Swim with the Sharks, or Napoleon Hill's book Think and 

Grow Rich. 

A strong title grabs the reader's attention and stimulates his or her interest. 

Many books have gone from failures to best sellers by simply changing the title. 
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Your subtitle should contain the main benefit the reader will get if he or she 

read your book. 

Here are two subtitles from two of my books: 

• Get Paid More and Promoted Faster 

• Make More Money with Less Effort 

Every rule in writing is meant to be broken, including the rules about titles, 

but make it easy for the publisher to pay attention, and for readers to buy, by 

making the title attractive and alluring. 

Before I submit a manuscript, I re-write it from front to back, word for word, 

five to seven times, until I am completely satisfied. You should be prepared to 

do the same. 

What Do Publishers Want? 

To get published, write a book that publishers and readers want. Look at what 

is selling well, the best sellers in fiction and non-fiction, and write books on 

the subjects that are already popular. 

To write and get published, you have to exercise your writing muscles. 
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There are three things that you can do for this: 

1. Read something every day in your field, your area of expertise. 

Read the best that is out there. Never stop reading and growing; 

2. Write something every day. 

Resolve to write 1,000 to 2,000 words every day to keep in shape; 

3. Thrn in clean copy. 

Spell correctly and use correct grammar. Have your work read and cri

tiqued by friends and family members before you submit it. 

If you are writing fiction, there are five things you must do: 

1. Start strong. 

Grab the reader and draw them quickly into the story. If you don't have 

the reader in the first few paragraphs the publisher will stop reading and 

not publish your books. 

2. Trim it down and make it lean. 

Use fewer words and better ones. Read The Elements of Style by William 

Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White regularly, once before each book you write. 
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3. Develop an interesting plot that holds together and moves forward 

quickly. 

It should read like an interesting or exciting story you are telling some

one as fast as you can. 

4. In non-fiction, develop each character, or don't introduce the char

acter at all. 

The reader should be able to visualize your characters and have a sense 

for how they will behave and what they will do. 

5. Even with a fiction book, you should have a point of view, some idea 

that you want to get across as a message as a result of reading your 

book. 

What are you trying to say? 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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What is your reason for writing this book in the first place? 

a) 

b) 

c) 

What message do you want to leave the reader with? 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Get a Literary Agent 

This was the turning point for me. I found a literary agent and convinced her 

that I had at least three books in me that publishers would buy. 

But when you get a literary agent or a publisher, your work is just beginning. 

Remember, they succeed or fail in their careers, make money or not, get pro

moted or not, based on the success of your book. 

To find a literary agent, read Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers, Editors 

and Literary Agents - 2009. This is the bible of the industry. 

The Query Letter 

The query letter is what opens the door for you. It must be an attention-grabbing, 

arresting description of your book, opening with a power paragraph that stops 

the editor or literary agent cold. 

Many editors and agents receive dozens of query letters per day. Yours must 

stand out, like book advertising copy that triggers an immediate desire for the 

product. 

Have other people critique your query letter and give you feedback; be prepared 

to re-write it several times. 
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Make it clear what kind of a book you are writing, how many people and what 

kinds of people will read it, and why your book is different from other books 

on the subject. 

Before you mail, a query letter, telephone the literary agent or publisher to de

termine the specific person to whom it should be addressed. This information 

is in Jeff Herman's book or in The Writer's Handbook which is published each 

year. These are tools of the writer's trade. 

When you get a favorable response from your query letter, you will be asked 

to write a proposal to describe your book. 

Here are some of the questions they will ask, and which you must be prepared 

to answer: 

a) What is your book about - exactly? 

b) How will a busy reader benefit from your book? 
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c) What other books deal with the same subjects? 

d) How is your book different from similar books? 

e) How is it better? Superior? Unique in some way? 

f) Who exactly will read your book? 

g) What ages, occupations, income levels, aspirations and how many potential 

readers are there? 
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h) Who are you? 

i) What is your background and why are you qualified to write this book? 

j) What other books have you written and how many copies did they sell? 

k) How will you help in marketing and selling this book? 

Give a table of contents of the book and a brief summary of the contents of 

each chapter. 

This is especially important in non-fiction, business and self-improvement 

books. 
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Finally, your proposal should include a sample chapter, usually chapter one so 

that a literary agent of publisher can judge if you are a competent writer. 

Once you have gotten acceptance of your proposal, be sure to write your book 

with the following points in mind: 

• Be sure that it is a professional-looking manuscript. 

• Back-up what you say. When you make a statement, you must be prepared 

to prove it. 

• Be accurate, especially regarding numbers and quotes. 

• Use proper punctuation; look it up; study it if necessary. 

• Be concise: Use the fewest number of words possible and the shortest, 

simplest words to express your point. 

• Check for spelling errors over and over. 

• Re-read it once more, word for word, before you send it off. 

Negotiating the Best Book Contract 

1. Get the contract and read it through carefully, line-by-line. 
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2. Beware of vague clauses, Electronic Rights or tricky terms and clauses. 

a. All Electronic Rights that exist or are to be invented in the future, 

are things you want to keep for yourself. 

b. International Rights - you should get 50% of all royalties received 

by the publisher for your book published in another language. 

c. Right of First Refusal will often be included in a book contract. If 

this is included in a book contract, it means that the author agrees 

to offer the Publisher the first right to publish the author's next work 

on the same terms and conditions, however the author may not be 

required to provide Publisher with an additional Right of First Re

fusal thereafter. 

d. Application of royalties from one book against another. 

3. Guard your rights, especially copyright. Sell as few rights to the pub

lisher as possible. 

4. Be sure that every agreement and every change is in writing. 

5. Write your own contract terms. Cross out certain sentences and insert 

your own. 
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Get the Best, Highest Advance Possible 

The standard advance for a new book by a new author is $5,000 or less. Many 

publishers offer no advance at all, because of the high risk involved. 

In 80% or more of cases, the advance is the only money you will ever receive. 

The best situation is when your literary agent gets two or more publishers bid

ding for your book. This is called an "auction." This will ensure that you get 

the highest possible advance. 

The most powerful word in publishing is "Ask." The good news is that your 

literary agent is highly motivated by the 15% commission they receive from the 

advance and the royalties, and will work very hard to get you the most possible. 

Self-Publishing 

Many authors, especially first-timers, cannot find or attract either an agent 

or a publisher. They have no choice except to self-publish it- if they believe 

strongly enough in their book. 

Some years ago, James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy, was un

able to find a publisher for his book so he self-published it and sold it at his 

seminars and through the mail. 

The book became very popular. After he had sold several thousand copies, he 

re-approached a couple of publishers who had shown some interest. This time, 
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they grabbed the book, published it professionally, and distributed it worldwide, 

eventually selling several hundred thousand copies in multiple languages and 

making the author rich. 

If you want to self-publish, you must get Dan Poynter's book, Self-Publishing 

Manual, 16th Edition. Dan is the recognized guru and authority on self-pub

lishing. His ideas can save you a fortune in time and treasure. 

Finally, if you believe in yourself and your book, resolve in advance that you 

will never give up. 

Some years ago, a speaker friend of mine told me he had come up with a book 

idea and he was going to sell a million copies. I was a little skeptical but I 

encouraged him to go for it and wrote a testimonial for his book, for when he 

wrote it. 

Good Things Can Happen 

He followed through and wrote the manuscript. He then submitted the manuscript 

to 144 different publishers, all of which turned him down with the explanation 

that "There is no market for a book like this." 

Finally, a small publisher in Florida that was only publishing newsletters on 

health at the time, offered to publish the book for my friend if he agreed to buy 

10,000 copies, which he did. 
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He now had a warehouse full of books that he had to sell. Every day for six 

months now, my friend and his co-author went out and did something to pro

mote the book. They never missed a day. 

Finally, a friendly reviewer at the Los Angeles Times wrote a nice story about 

the book, and it started to move in the bookstores. This book was called Chicken 

Soup for the Soul. My friends, Mark Victor Hanson and Jack Canfield went 

on to sell more than 100,000,000 copies of their books and become multi

millionaires. 

Remember, there are no limits on what you can accomplish except the limits 

you place on your own mind. Think big! 
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PART 5 

Author Questionnaire 
(These are the questions a publisher 

will want you to answer.) 

·--... -------.... ------- .. ---__________ ...._ ___ . 
.., _______ ---
------ ... ---·----·· ~·--- --------------·- ... -____________ ._ 

-_ .. _ .. _ ... ______ _ 
------~-·-:·-__ .:~-::.:__:.~~ I __ .. ________ _ 
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~COM 

Author Questionnaire 

This questionnaire is meant to supply us with all the pertinent data about yourself and your work. It will 
help the various parts of our marketing department create marketing materials. To help you understand 
how we are organized here is a brief description of the various departments within marketing here at 
AMACOM: 

Creative Department - These are the folks who will write copy about your book and work on the jacket 
design. 
Publicity Department - The staff in our publicity department will work with the media to get reviews 
and other coverage of your book. Once your book has been "announced" in our catalog it will be 
assigned to one of the people in this department for coverage. 
Trade Sales - The trade sales department works with our external sales reps to pitch and sell your books 
to the major retail accounts. This includes Barnes & Noble, Borders, and amazon.com as well as major 
book distributors that in tum supply many smaller regional bookstores. 
International Sales - Our books are sold outside the US by Raincoast in Canada and McGraw-Hill in 
the rest of the world. Our in-house staff coordinates making sure they have all the necessary information 
about our titles. 
Translation Sales - AMACOM books have been translated into over 30 languages. Our staff will make 
sure that your title is presented to folks from around the globe to see if they would be interested in 
producing an edition in their local language. 
Electronic Rights - AMACOM will make sure that your book is available in electronic format through a 
growing number of venues. 

Thank you in advance for taking the time to provide answers to the following questions. It will be a great 
help in successfully launching your book! 

If you have any questions, please contact your editor or their assistant. Please return the 
completed questionnaire to: 
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William R. Helms 3rd 

AMACOM Books 
1601 Broadway, 9th Floor 
New York, NY 10019-7420 
ph: 212-903-8086 
E-mail: whelms@amanet.org 
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BOOK TITLE: 

NAME (as it will appear on the book): ____________________ _ 

LEGAL NAME (if differs from pen name): ___________________ _ 

If you wish any of the following information to be kept confidential, place a check at the end of each line. 

RESIDENCE: 
Number and Street City State 

RESIDENCE PHONE: _______________________ _ 

PLACEOFVVORK:. ________________________ _ 

Number and Street City State 

VVORK TITLE & TELEPHONE:·---------------------

FAXNUMBER:. ___________ EMAIL. ____________ _ 

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH:. __________________ _ 

EDUCATION:. ___________________________________ _ 

CLUBS, PROFESSIONAL & ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS & OTHER AFFILIATIONS: 

1. Please provide a one paragraph summary of your book 
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2. We'd like to know what specific aspects of your book you feel will contribute to its 
overall success. What do you feel makes it unique and sets it apart from the competition? 
What is the key information that your readers will get from your book? 
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3. We are interested in your view of the market. When you were writing this book who did 
you have in mind as typical readers that would be interested in the contents? Please list 
below the specific audiences for whom this book was written and briefly tell us what you 
have included in the book that will be of specific interest to them? (If there is only one key 
audience that is rme, but we have provided for 3 target groups.) 

Demographic Group: 

What particularly in your book will appeal to this audience? 

Demographic Group: 

What particularly in your book will appeal to this audience? 

Demographic Group: 

What particularly in your book will appeal to this audience? 
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4. Please list the chapters of your book and provide a short summary of each chapter. 
(This will be of great help to our copywriters in preparing sell copy and jacket copy 
about your book.) 
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5. If your book is of a practical "how- to" type, please tell us how the book will help 
readers solve real .. world problems in their personal or professional life - e.g. help them 
get a better job, help their company become more profitable, help them buy a bouse, or 
help them understand current events. 

6. Increasingly book purchases are made online, and customers use search engines to help 
them fmd titles that will interest them, help them advance in their field, or help them solve 
a problem. Please supply us with a list of search terms that you feel the targeted readers of 
your book would use in searching for the information you supply. Please list these search 
terms in order of relevance/importance (ie, the words you think potential book buyers 
would most likely use to search should be listed first). 

7. List books you are familiar with which might be competitive to yours, describing 
their weaknesses and strengths and the ways in which your book is superior in terms of 
benefits to the reader. 
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8. If you have written previous books which were reviewed by the media or endorsed by 
others in the field, please send us those reviews and endorsements, or except them below. 

PUBLICITY 
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9. Which magazines or newspapers do you feel should receive a copy of the book for 
review? If you have personal contacts with any of these publications, please let us know so 
we may specifically bring the book to that individual's attention. 

10. Are there any local newspapers or media that should be notified of the publication of 
your book? 

11. Have you ever appeared on a radio I television show? If so please supply details. 

12Are there websites, blogs, podcasts, or videocasts in which you regularly participate, that 
you know of which focus on your subject area, or you feel should receive a copy of the book 
for review? 

13. Would you consider writing a guest post for the AMACOM Books Blog? 

Author Websites: 

14. Do you have your own website? For yourself, your company, or your book specifically? 
Please provide URL (web address) of your site. 

15. Do you have your own blog or email newsletter? 

16. Are you a member of Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter, or any other social media? If so, 
which sites? 
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17. If you have published books previously, do you have a page on Amazon's Author 
Central site? Have you uploaded your picture, materials, and fed your blog to the site? 
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We will be happy to provide you with artwork, copy and a sample chapter for use on your 
website. Please have your web manager contact Rosemary Carlough 
(rcarlough@amanet.org) for this material once your book has been published. For orders 
you may link to our site: www.amacombooks.org or to amazon.com, bn.com, or your choice 
of online retailer. 

In addition, we will list your sites, with links, on the AMACOM Books website. 

AUTHOR PURCHASES 

18. When purchasing copies of your own book please contact our order department in 
Saranac Lake, NY directly at: 800-250-5308,or email: pubservice@amanet.org. Your 
author discount as agreed upon in the contract will be honored by them. 

19. If your book is suited for corporate training programs and you know of individuals 
that we may contact for this purpose, please give us their name, title, company, address, 
and telephone number. Please also list all companies or organizations mentioned favorably 
in your book. We appreciate the most detailed information you are able to provide. By 
providing specific names and titles for target companies, you allow the marketing dept. 
more time to aggressively promote your book. 

10. List associations, corporations, societies, and/or other groups that might purchase your 
book in quantity to give to customers or employees. As above, if you know specific 
individuals we may contact, please give us their names. Specific names and titles are key to 
placing your book in the proper hands. 
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21. Please list any special conventions, trade shows or speaking engagements scheduled 
during the coming two years whose attendees would be interested in your book. If already 
known, please provide dates and locations. If you have speaking engagements, in the U.S., 
please let us know at least 3-4 months before the engagement so we can ensure that books 
or order forms will be available. 

INTERNATIONAL SALES 
22. If you have any major international clients to whom your book might be promoted, 
please give us their name, company, address, and e-mail. 

Also, please list any international conferences or seminars at which you will be speaking; 
include the sponsoring organization, contact name, address, dates of event, and location. 
Please let us know at least 3-4 months in advance so that we can make sure books are 
available. 

SUBSIDIARY /TRANSLATION RIGHTS: 

23. If you have previously published other business books, please indicate 
any sub rights sales below: 

Title of Previously Published Book( s): 
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Publisher of Previously Published Book(s)/Contact name, e-mail address: 

Publication Date of Previous Book(s): 

Languages Into Which Previous Book was Translated: 

Other Subsidiary Rights Sales (book club, audio rights, etc) for Previously Published 
Book(s): 

24. Please submit a photo suitable for use on the jacket of your book and in promotional 
material. Minimum size: 3" high. Color photo preferred. Black and white acceptable. 
Please send either: 
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1) a good, standard printed photo, labeled on the back with your name and the title 
of your book, by snail mail to: Vera Sarkanj, AMACOM Books, 1601 Broadway, 9th 

Floor, New York, NY 10019-7420) or 
2) e-mail us a "high-resolution" electronic file (266-300 pixels per inch) in eps, tif, or 
photoshop. (JPEGs are not acceptable.) 

The release form attached is your release to let AMACOM use the photograph in 
any promotional material. Please sign and return it by FAX or snail mail. 
In addition, all photographers, even amateurs, are required to supply their own 
release form. The photographer's credit line, if desired, will be included on the book 
jacket. 
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25. Write a brief biographical account of your career, or attach your vita/resume, 
highlighting your qualifications for writing this book and listing your published 
professional articles and books. 
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AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
AUTHOR'S PHOTO RELEASE FORM 

I hereby give consent to the American Management Association to use my photograph in 
book jacket, advertising, and in any kind of promotion for my 
book as it sees fit, at any time, and without my further approval. 

Author's N arne (please print) 

Author's Signature 

Date 
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PART 6 

Book Proposal: 
How Leaders Lead 

·--... -------.... ------- .. ---__________ ...._ ___ . 
.., _______ ---
------ ... ---·----·· ~·--- --------------·- ... -_ .. _ .. _ ... ______ _ 
------~-·-
__ .. ________ _ _____ .. ____ __ ________ ,..__ ... 

--------
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Book Proposal 

Ken Blanchard and Brian Tracy 

How Leaders Lead 

Published as: "How the Best Leaders Lead" 

Awarded: Best Business Book of 2010 

New York Critics 
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Book Title: 

How Leaders Lead - Getting the Most Out of Yourself and Others 

Authors: 

Ken Blanchard and Brian Tracy 

Date of Publication: 

May,2008 

The Concept: 

This is a book full of practical ideas, methods and techniques that 
leaders and managers at every level can use to get far better results in 
their areas of responsibility. 

It is aimed at managers who are working every day in challenging 
business situations, with a variety of different people, attempting to 
accomplish an ever-changing menu of results. 

In contrast to many books on leadership that focus on concepts, 
theories and the "big picture" of leadership, this book addresses 
those issues briefly and then gets straight to work with practical ideas 
that managers can use immediately. 

The Market: 

There are 140 million people employed in the US today, let alone 
other countries. Fully 15% of these people are supervisors, managers 
or leaders at some level. 
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In addition, there are 26 million businesses in America alone, each of 
which has a person who is the leader of that enterprise. 

In addition, there are millions of leaders/managers worldwide who 
can benefit from the practical, relevant and immediately applicable 
strategies and techniques taught by this book. 

In addition, the "Ken Blanchard" brand name will trigger automatic 
purchases as soon as the book is on the market. 

We estimate that this book has the potential to selll,OOO,OOO copies, 
or more, in English and in multiple languages worldwide. 

The Unique Selling Concept: 

While there are thousands of books on Leadership, this will be the 
only book assembled by two of the top business authors in the world. 
Ken Blanchard takes a holistic, people-oriented approach to 
leadership. Brian Tracy attacks the subjects from the point of view of 
the nuts and bolts of specific actions that people can take 
immediately. 

This combination of right brain/left brain writing and explanation 
makes this a "Book for all seasons." Any manager at any level can 
read this book and derive immediate, practical benefit. 

Table of Contents: 

Introduction 

Chapter 1- Qualities of a Leader 

Chapter 2 - Leadership in Action 

Chapter 3 - Styles of Leadership 

Chapter 4- Vision: Focusing on Priorities 
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Chapter 5 - How to Pick Winners 

Chapter 6 - Building a Winning Team 

Chapter 7- What Motivates People? 

Chapter 8 - How to Get the Most Out Of Your People 

Chapter 9 - The Elements of Excellent Communication 

Chapter 10 - How to Get Your Point Across 

Chapter 11 - Living a Balanced Life 

Chapter 12- Achieving Connectedness in Work and Personal life 

Book Contents: 

Chapter 1 - Qualities of a Leader 

Vision- the starting point of effective leadership; guidelines for 
decision making; developing a results-oriented attitude; if you can't 
measure it, can't manage it; challenging the status quo; continuing 
education translates into continuing profits; the difference between a 
leader and a follower; three kinds of courage; the highest form of 
integrity. 

Chapter 2 - Leadership in Action 

Valuing customers, valuing staff; determining your organizations 
value; guiding the company with a mission statement; identifying the 
unique strengths; setting key goals to serve as organizing principles; 
the importance of flexibility in leadership; planning for the future 
while managing the present. 

Chapter 3- Styles of Leadership 

The concept of situational leadership; directing, coaching, supporting 
and delegating; the trouble with "seagull management"; building a 
staff's self-esteem; deciding what leadership style is best for you; 
giving control to others; learning to delegate decision making; 
responsibility versus irresponsibility. 
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Chapter 4- Vision- Focusing on Priorities 

The two key questions for setting organization and priorities; 
remembering where you came from; discovering your limiting steps; 
spreading leadership throughout the organization; judging a 
company by the way it treats customers; satisfying a staff's need for 
commitment; never being satisfied - a commitment to continuous 
improvement; treating staff like customers. 

Chapter 5 - How to Pick Winners 

Determining the difference between winners, potential winners and 
prayers; the costliness of a wrong hire; using the performance-based 
interviewing technique; questions to answer before beginning the 
hiring process; the Law of Three; the objective and subjective parts of 
the selection process; the S.W.A.N Formula; balancing likeability 
with skills; letting people go. 

Chapter 6- Building a Winning Team 

The PERFORM Model for effective team building; defining what the 
group is trying to accomplish; increasing productivity; empathy and 
understanding different view points; determining the roles and goals 
for producers, administrators, entrepreneurs and integrators; 
practicing flexibility by listening and changing; open communication 
-giving and receiving information; recognition- patting others on 
thee back; morale- making everyone happy being part of the group. 

Chapter 7- What Motivates People? 

Why different people have different motivations; self-actualization, 
maximizing your potential; using challenging work as a motivator; 
avoiding employee burnout; a review of other motivators; 
structuring self-actualization into your staff's work; the spiritual 
aspect of leadership; the fears of failure and rejection; creating a 
supportive environment. 
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Chapter 8- How To Get The Most Out Of Your People 

Making win/ win deals with your staff; why people do what makes 
them feel more valuable; the Three R' s of Management; recognition, 
rewards and reinforcement; how a person's self-concept affects 
performance in the workplace; three parts of a good performance 
review; planning day-to-day coaching and evaluation; the ACHIEVE 
Model; helping your people to excel. 

Chapter 9 - The Elements of Excellent Communication 

Why the quality of life is determined by the quality of 
communication; Talent x Relationships= Productivity; the nature of 
your self-talk; interpersonal communication- verbal, tone, and body 
language; paying attention to those you lead; five barriers to 
communication- noise, pain, fatigue, illness and timing; controlling 
your emotions and those of others. 

Chapter 10 - How to Get Your Point Across 

The four vital areas of communication; meetings as an executive tool; 
strategies for effective meetings; four basic assertiveness techniques -
broken record, silence, empathy and delay; the PRAM Model for 
successful negotiations; selling your ideas by helping others satisfy 
their needs; guidelines for enhancing your powers of persuasion. 

Chapter 11- Living a Balanced Life 

What managers can do to help themselves; the PACT Model
keeping your life in balance; stepping back from your life to get 
perspective; waking up your inner self; aligning your daily life with 
your inner most values; having the courage and integrity to be true to 
yourself; autonomy- taking control and responsibility; learning to 
manage your time. 
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Chapter 12 - Connecting Your Life and Work 

Connectedness - finding a support system; the most important thing 
in life; serving others, serving yourself; tone- a question of physical 
well-being; the link between fitness and self-esteem; the PACT Model 
and the domino effect; the principle of reversibility; becoming an 
outstanding manager and person. 

Summary: 

How Leaders Lead is a book designed to be a perennial top seller. It 
is written by two of the most respected management and personal 
success authors in the world today. It is full of ideas that activate the 
mind and warm the heart. It is a book that can be read and referred to 
over and over again throughout the career of the manager. It can be 
sold in large quantities to corporations for all their managers, and can 
even be used as a university textbook. 

The Plan: 

Assuming that this proposal is acceptable, Brian Tracy will begin the 
writing and rewriting of the book in early July, with a planned 
completion date of August 31. Brian will work closely with Ken 
Blanchard to edit, refine and incorporate Ken's ideas, insights and 
practical strategies into the book. 
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PART 7 

Book Proposal: 
GetOverlt 

and Get On With It 

·---------· ..... .-___ ..... _____ _ 
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Book Proposal 

Get Over it and 

Get On with it 

Authors: Brian Tracy and 

Christina Stein-Tracy 
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Dear Steve, 

Thank you for your interest in my book, "Get Over It- And Get on 
with It!" 

This is one of the hottest subjects in psychology, success and personal 
development. The message contained in this book is the foundation 
of virtually all psychiatry, psychology, psychotherapy and personal 
counseling. 

Thirty years ago, I spent several thousand hours studying the 
psychological factors involved in personal success. I quickly 
discovered that the primary reason that people do not move ahead, 
or reach their full potential, is because they have not yet resolved a 
problem or conflict from their past. These conflicts usually stern back 
to early childhood experiences with one or both parents, or can be 
triggered by problems experienced along the way with siblings, 
friends, romantic partners, relationships, marriages, investments, 
business failures, and a variety of other things. 

In 1981, I began teaching these principles, among many others, in 
what became known as "The Psychology of Achievement." 

This program has now been rolled out around the world, in 27 
languages, from tiny Iceland to China and virtually every European 
and Asian country. Countless people have spoken to me and written 
to me to tell me that the essential message of "letting go" combined 
with the specific ways of doing it, have changed their lives forever. 

My daughter has a master's degree in Family and Personal 
Psychology and is an active practitioner. In her work, for thousands 
of hours, she finds that letting go is the hardest and yet the most 
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important thing that a person can do if he or she wants to get on with 
his or her life. 

Now, after thousands of hours of research, and hundreds of 
thousands of seminar participants all over the world, I have extracted 
and condensed the very best ideas on this subject into a seven
chapter book. This book, and the message it contains, has the 
potential to be a best seller, and a life-changer. 

I was talking to Reed Tracy, publisher of Hay House last week, and 
he was telling me that Louise Hay, the author, was on Oprah that 
very day (a Wednesday). 

You may recall that many years ago, Louise Hay wrote a book "You 
Can Heal Your Life." This book became a bestseller, sold 30 million 
copies, launched her career, put her on countless radio and television 
shows, and led to the establishment of her very successful publishing 
house. The message of the book, which she was discussing on Oprah 
last week, was exactly the same as this book. The difference is that 
she tells it more as a personal story of overcoming an abusive sexual 
history, and her message is "You Can Do It Too." 

I hope you find it as interested and as arresting as I do. Here it is: 

Book Title: Get Over It (And Get On With It) - How to Unlock Your 
Full Potential for Happiness and Joy. 

Authors: Brian Tracy and Cristina Stein (My daughter) 

Autobiographical Information: To be provided. 

Chapter Titles of Book: 
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Introduction 

Chapter One: Why People Get Stuck 

Chapter Two: What Holds You Back 

Chapter Three: Letting Go of the Past 

Chapter Four: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life 

Chapter Five: Become a Master of Change 

Chapter Six: The People in Your Life 

Chapter Seven: Get On With It! 

Summary 

1. Three sentence summary of the book: 

This book is written for every person who still has negative feelings 
about an unhappy event that occurred in their life. It explains why 
positive emotions are the normal and natural emotions for a person 
to enjoy, and that negative emotions almost always rise as the result 
of both an unhappy experience and a negative explanation or 
translation of that experience. The book shows how thinking and 
feeling develops, through learning and interpretation, and how the 
individual can systematically free themselves from all negative 
thoughts, conscious and unconscious, that interferes with him or her 
realizing their full potential for happiness and joy. 

2. Two examples of how this book will help readers solve real 
world problems: 
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1. The reader develops an understanding of how his/her 
personality formed from early childhood and how he/she 
can now take full control of his/her thoughts, feelings and 
actions from this minute onward. 

2. The reader learns a series of positive, practical, proven 
methods and techniques to liberate himself/herself from past 
hurts and go on to become a completely positive person, and 
accomplish more in every area of life. 

3. What specific aspects of this book will contribute to its overall 
success? 

This book is written to have timeless appeal to those millions of 
people who feel that they're not living up to their full potentials, and 
they don't know why. The book explains the origin of negative 
emotions, how they are learned and how they develop, and how to 
systematically root them out of the conscious and subconscious 
minds. The reader learns how to take complete charge of his or her 
life and become a completely happy, fully-functioning, self
actualizing individual. 

This book will be bought by every person, of whom there are many 
millions, who is looking for a systematic, practical series of steps to 
get rid of the past and embrace the future. 

In addition, this book will be bought by every person who has an 
unhappy or dysfunctional friend, family member, employee, college 
or patient who can benefit from learning a simple way to become and 
remain a positive, happy person most of the time. 

4. List the chapters of the book and in one or two sentences, 
describe the content of each. 
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Introduction: 

This opening section explains that we are living in perhaps the very 
best time in human history, and it is each person's responsibility to 
take full advantage of the opportunities for health, happiness, 
prosperity and long life. It includes seven positive "truths" about 
each individual and explains why it is the reader's natural birthright 
to be happy, positive, optimistic and fulfilled. 

Chapter One: Why People Get Stuck 

The reader learns that he/she is born with unlimited potential, but 
how early childhood experiences, things that parents do or don't do, 
can set the child up for feelings of insecurity, inadequacy and 
negative emotions later in life. The reader learns how his/her mind 
works, how all beliefs are learned, and how expectations turn into 
self-fulfilling prophecies. The child learns the impact of early life 
experiences in developing the major fears of failure and rejection, 
how to neutralize them at any time in life, and how to build ever 
greater feelings of self-esteem, self-respect and self-confidence. This 
first chapter contains a series of mind-changing ideas that can be life 
transforming, ideas that I have shared with hundreds of thousands of 
people live, and on audio and in video programs. 

Chapter Two: What Holds You Back 

The reader learns the true source of negative emotions, how they are 
created initially, how they are maintained, and how they grow. The 
reader learns a step-by-step process to identify and root out the 
negative emotions that act as brakes on the development of 
individual potential and happiness. This chapter shows the reader 
how to take complete charge of his/her thoughts and emotions, based 
on extensive research, and get free of feelings of guilt and inferiority. 
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The reader learns the building blocks of a healthy, happy personality 
that he/she can use throughout life. 

Chapter Three: Letting Go of the Past 

This chapter contains one of the most important lessons of life, the 
need to forgive others for anything that they have done or said that 
has hurt the individual in some way. The reader learns that 
forgiveness is a practice that is learnable over time, and which can be 
applied on a go-forward basis or with every person and with every 
situation that can trigger negative emotions that hold you back. The 
reader learns how to go back through his/her life and identify every 
single person or situation the memory of which might be holding the 
person back, and then the proven process to let go of childhood 
injuries, unhappy marriages or relationships, unsuccessful careers or 
investments, and all experiences that may still be charged with a 
negative emotion that is blocking the individual from moving ahead. 

Chapter Four: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life 

The reader learns a series of proven processes that he can use in 
every area, and under every circumstance, to tum each negative into 
a positive, to become a completely happy, optimistic individual, and 
to completely transform his/her mind in a positive way in spite of 
anything that happens. The reader learns how to identify those 
people, events and circumstances that have the capacity to create 
feelings of negativity and how to quickly neutralize them before they 
have any effect on the emotions and behavior of the individual. 

Chapter Five: Become a Master of Change 

Throughout life, change and turbulence, unexpected difficulties and 
reversals, problems and crises, come unbroken, unbidden, 
unwelcome, unavoidable and unstoppable. In this chapter, the reader 
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learns a series of proven ways to deal effectively and constructively 
with change in every area of life. The reader learns how to expect 
change and not be surprised by it; to anticipate change by thinking 
about what might happen; to prepare for change by planning in 
advance; to analyze change so as to respond effectively to it; to take 
advantage of change, to learn from it; to accept change rather than 
becoming upset about it; to take responsibility for change, rather than 
blaming other people; to adapt and adjust to change, rather than 
being rigid and inflexible. This is a powerful chapter that deals with 
one of the major areas where people get stuck. 

Chapter Six: The People in Your Life 

The reader learns that fully 85°/o of happiness or unhappiness will be 
caused by success or failure in relationships, of all kinds, at all stages 
of life. The reader learns why relationship problems occur, starting 
from childhood, and especially with personal relationships and 
children. The reader learns the major problems with relationships 
and how they are caused, plus the keys to excellent relationships and 
how they can become habitual through practice. The reader learns 
how to get along wonderfully with their spouse or partner and how 
to raise happy healthy children by treating them in such a way that 
they grow up with high levels of self esteem and self confidence. 
Most importantly, the reader learns the central role of love in human 
life and how almost all behaviors are an attempt to get love, or to 
compensate for lack of love. This is very powerful stuff. 

Chapter Seven: Get On With It! 

This chapter shows the reader, who has now liberated himself/herself 
from negative emotions rooted in past events, how to become a 
completely positive, optimistic person. People are successful or 
unsuccessful, happy or unhappy largely because of the way they 
think, either constructively or destructively. In this chapter, the 
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reader learns how to develop the thinking patterns and habits of the 
most successful, happy, effective people in our society, based on 
years of research and work with literally millions of people. The 
reader learns how to create an ideal future, set clear, specific goals for 
every area of life, develop a plan to become excellent in his or her 
chosen field, get greater and more important results in his/her work 
or personal life, and how to become solution-oriented in the face of 
every problem or difficulty in life. The reader learns how to become a 
completely action oriented person, making greater progress in a few 
months or years than most people make in their entire lifetimes. 

Summary: 

Each chapter will end with a series of Action Exercises that gives the 
reader specific instructions that he/she can use immediately to apply 
the lessons contained in the proceeding pages. In this summary, I will 
bring together some of the most important ideas and principles in 
this book in a series of one-line reminders that the reader can refer to 
for a quick review and refreshment. 

5. What are the specific audiences for this book and why would this 
book be of value to them? 

1. Successful people in every area: One of the most common 
feelings among successful people in America is that their 
success may not last, that it is built on sand, and that 
something may come along to deprive them of it. They are 
often concerned, if not preoccupied, with negative or angry 
feelings from their past that may drive them on, but also hold 
them back. Everyone who is doing well wants to do even 
better, and this book gives each person the tools they need to 
unlock even more of their personal potential. 
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2. Every person going through a divorce or the breakdown of a 
relationship: This book shows a person how to recover from 
the unexpected and often traumatic emotional events of life, 
especially those involving intimate relationships. Based on 
years of work with estranged individuals and couples, the 
reader learns how to rise above the situation, let go of it, and 
get on to a more positive, happier life. 

3. People who have experienced unhappy childhoods: This 
includes as many as 98% or 99% of people, by their own 
definition and interpretation. The great majority of adults are 
still unhappy and even angry about something that their 
parents did or didn't do to them when they were growing up. 
This book explains exactly what happened at that time and 
how the adult can neutralize the negatively charged emotions 
associated with childhood experiences. 

4. Psychologists, psychotherapists and psychiatrists: Every one 
of the hundreds of thousands of people engaged in 
psychotherapy of some kind, including coaches, counselors, 
ministers, teachers and priests, can benefit from learning, 
teaching, practicing, and instilling these ideas in the people 
who they are attempting to help. The easiest way is for them 
to give them a copy of this book and refer them to this specific 
part of the book that applies to the difficult event they are 
dealing with. It can become a common tool in Cognitive 
Therapy, the most popular form of modern psychology and 
save months and years of psychological counseling. 

5. People going through job changes and career transition: 
Many people have been brought up to believe, if something 
doesn't work out in life, someone is to blame. Someone else is 
guilty. Someone must be punished. This mentality causes 
them to become angry, depressed and even violent (think of 
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the expression "Going postal") and someone must be 
punished. The reader who is going through career transition 
learns that nothing and no one is to blame when the needs of 
companies and organization change in a dynamic, 
competitive economy. They learn how to take charge and get 
on with their lives in a positive, constructive way. 

6. Friends, relatives, teachers, and counselors: This book will be 
purchased and put into the hands of countless people who are 
having problems getting on with the rest of their lives. It will 
serve as a tool that people can use to help others develop a 
better perspective on themselves and their past experiences. It 
will save the friend or counselor many hours of listening and 
attempting to give advice, which will not be followed in the 
absence of the understandings contained in this book. 

6. List books that might be competitive with this and describe their 
strengths and weaknesses, explain the ways in which this book is 
superior in terms of benefits to the reader. 

There are many books dealing with this area of psychology, 
including "You Can Heal Your Life" by Louise Hay, as I mentioned 
earlier. 

This book is distinctly different from anything on the market because 
it is a synthesis of all the best ideas developed over the last hundred 
years for helping people take complete control of their lives- past, 
present and future - and rise above any negative experience that 
might be holding them back. 

In addition, the Brian Tracy is one of the top teachers of success in 
terms of positive thinking, optimism, self-esteem, self-image and the 
development of personal power. Christine Stein is a highly 
experience psychologist who has spent thousands of hours working 
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face to face with people for whom this book is ideal. This book will be 
laced with practical ideas, quotes and references that are upbeat and 
uplifting, making it an enjoyable book to read over and over, and to 
recommend to others. 

7. Which magazines or newspapers should receive a copy of the 
book for review? 

Every magazine or newspaper that contains "human interest" stories 
will want to review and excerpt this book. 

8. Radio and television shows? 

This is the kind of book that gets onto Oprah or the Larry King Show. 
It is far more helpful and meaningful than a book like "The Secret." 
Rather than telling people to visualize and think happy thoughts as a 
solution to their lives, it gives helpful, practical advice and ideas that 
the individual can use to become a happy, healthy, self-confident 
person. 

It can be a "must read" for everyone who is suffering any kind of 
unhappiness as a result of any experience in life. 

I have personally appeared on more than 4,000 radio and television 
shows and am a high-energy, entertaining guest, who is invited back 
over and over again. We will contact every radio station with which 
we have been associated to, to set up interviews for this book. 

9. Website sales? 

We have a website with more than 400,000 unique subscribers to 
whom we will promote this book. We have affiliations with websites 
who have even more. All of these people within our internet network 
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can be informed about the book and encouraged to buy it through 
Amazon or through book stores. 

10. Author purchases? 

Depending on the price, we will purchase 500-1,000 copies of the 
book from the first print run to send out for promotional purposes in 
our business. 

11. Special sales? 

This is an ideal book to be purchased in quantity by large and small 
organizations involved in the mental health industries. It is also the 
kind of book that large companies will want distributed to everyone 
who works for them. 

12. International sales? 

There are many millions of people world-wide, in 27languages, who 
have been through my programs including some of these ideas. This 
is proof that the concept of "letting go" is popular in all cultures. My 
books are already in 36 languages and sold in 52 countries. There 
should be excellent international sales for this book. 

Summary: 

This book has the potential to become a major selling world-wide, a 
best seller in the short term and a perennial best seller because of the 
timelessness and value of its subject matter. The book will enjoy 
substantial pre-orders as soon as it is announced and it will continue 
to sell in large quantities nation-wide and internationally year after 
year. 
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Book Proposal 

Speak to Win 

Subtitle: 

How to Plan, Prepare and Deliver 

a Winning Presentation 

Authors: Brian Tracy 
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THE MARKET: 

The potential market for this book is well in excess of 10 million 
readers. 

Every executive, manager and supervisor in the American workforce, 
approximately 21 million people, is required to give talks and 
presentations to small and large groups of co-workers or customers 
on a regular basis. 

There are 15 million salespeople in America, all of whom are called 
upon to give effective presentations to individuals and groups 
regarding their products and services. 

There are more than 5 million people involved in network marketing 
who depend for the growth of their business on their ability to give 
sales presentations and convincing demonstrations to skeptical 
audiences. 

There are 25 million entrepreneurs in America, approximately 11.7°/o 
of the workforce, the great majority of whom depend for their success 
on their ability to give presentations to customers, bank lending 
officers, suppliers, vendors and other people in their communities. 

There are many thousands of service clubs such as Rotary, Kiwanis, 
Lions, Chambers of Commerce, all of which have members who are 
required to give talks to large and small groups as part of their 
membership activities. 

Finally, there are 36,000 active non-profit foundations in America, all 
of which are dependent upon their ability to make presentations to 
groups of potential financial donors. 
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This book is designed in such a way that it will appeal to all of these 
groups, giving them practical tips and ideas they can use to be more 
effective and persuasive in speaking to different groups. 

WHY THIS BOOK IS DIFFERENT: 

There are many excellent books on public speaking that have been 
written and distributed over the years. I know, because I have read 
most of them, and incorporated the best ideas of the best writers on 
speaking over the last 50 years. 

This book is different for several reasons. First of all, it is a synthesis 
of the best ideas on speaking ever written. 

Second, this book teaches how to give presentations to colleagues and 
coworkers in the course of daily business activities, plus it teaches 
salespeople how to give effective sales presentations as individuals, 
or parts of a team, to groups of prospective customers and decisions 
makers. 

Third, the contents of this book are proven, practical and based on 
more than 25 years of successful speaking, plus 15 years of successful 
sales work in a variety of different industries, selling different 
products and services. 

THE AUTHOR: 

Brian Tracy has been making sales presentations, door-to-door, since 
he was 10 years old, and still continues to make sales presentations 
for his products and services in front of large audiences (as many as 
20,000 people) selling millions of dollars of his products each year. 
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Brian is one of the top professional speakers, trainers and seminar 
leaders in the world today. He has spoken for more than 1,000 
companies, including Federal Express, Hewlett Packard, IBM (31 
times!), PepsiCo, Ford, Northwestern Mutual, Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu, and hundreds of others. 

Brian has given more than 4,000 talks and seminars, each one of 
which he has carefully planned, prepared and delivered, usually to 
standing ovations, in every major and minor city in the United States, 
Canada and in 45 other countries. 

In addition, Brian has written 42 books and produced more than 350 
audio and video learning programs which are now translated into 23 
languages and used in 38 countries. He is the most popular non
fiction audio author in the world today. 

Brian speaks to more than 250,000 people each year in large and 
small seminars, all of whom are potential buyers for this book. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

Introduction 

Chapter 1: 

Chapter 2: 

Chapter 3: 

Chapter 4: 

Chapter 5: 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 7: 

Chapter 8: 

The Art of Speaking and Rhetoric 

Planning and Preparation Made Simple 

Mental Mastery - Eliminating the Fear of Speaking 

Starting Strong- With Any Audience, Small or 
Large 

Meeting Mastery- Face-to-Face and Group Skills 

Presentation Mastery - Impressing Small Groups in 
Business 

Sales Mastery - Making Persuasive Presentations 

Platform Mastery- Impressing Large Audiences 
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Chapter 9: Vocal Mastery- Powerful Voice Projection 
Techniques 

Chapter 10: Tricks of the Trade- The Techniques of Master 
Speakers 

Chapter 11: Controlling Your Space- Room and Stage Set-Up 

Chapter 12: Ending With A Bang! -Leave Them Breathless 
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NOTE: 

I can expand on the content of these chapters in detail, if you like. My 
normal method of working is to outline the content of each chapter, 
organize it logically from beginning to end, dictate it in a 
conversational voice and then edit the work five times before adding 
seven action exercises at the end of each chapter. 

MARKETING AND PROMOTION: 

This book has the capability of becoming a business bestseller. As 
always, I will actively promote it on radio interviews and in print. I 
give more than 100 public presentations each year, and the book will 
be mentioned each time. In addition, I will introduce samples of the 
book to the corporate decision makers for whom I speak, many of 
whom have subsequently bought dozens or even hundreds of copies 
of a book they liked. 

The book is ideal for executive book clubs, and even for The Book-of
the-Month Club. 

Once the book has been successfully released nationwide, it will 
quickly sell into multiple languages. Because of the comprehensive 
nature of the book, and its fast-moving, practical style, the book will 
sell on the backlists for many years. 
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flONL 
TING 

© 2007 AMACOM. 

AMACOM is a divison of the American Management Association, New York, NY. This document is for personal use 
only and cannot be reproduced, retransmitted, distributed, disseminated, sold, published, broadcast or circulated 
without prior written permission of the copyright owner. 
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AMACOM Author 
Online Marketing Guide 
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This guide is an important resource for you the author to promote your work. The Internet is one 
of the best tools for publicizing books because it allows authors to personally communicate with 
readers and potential readers who are interested in the topic about which you have written. 
While AMACOM provides publicity for all the books we publish, authors who are interested in 
complementing our efforts can have a positive impact on the sales of their books. 

The information contained in this guide is designed to provide you with an overview of what 
authors can do online. If you have the time to take advantage of these opportunities, it will add 
another dimension to our marketing efforts. Authors who write and network online bring a 
genuine voice and credibility to the marketing process because it is much more personal than 
AMACOM's press material. Consider the time you spend online a part of the writing process and 
an amazing opportunity for you and your book. 

Please read this guide in its entirety in case you miss important information. 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Part 1: Prepare for Online Promotion 

General Rules for Online Promotion: Provides crucial rules for working online 

Working Online: Explains the essential initial set-up 

Part II: Online Promotion Activities 

Blogs 

Social Networking Websites 

Online Article Syndication 

Email Blasts 

Online Bookstore Promotion Tools 

Discussion Boards 

Pod casts 

Part Ill: Other Resources 

Timeline: Gives you a rough idea of when to begin and end your online campaign 

Schedule: Gives you a rough idea of how to manage your time on a weekly basis 

Recommended Reading: Offers a helpful list of books and articles 

Recommended Listening: Offers a helpful list of podcasts 

Recommended Websites: Offers a helpful list of websites 

AMACOM Contact Information: Who to speak to about this guide 

Author Goals Form: Let us know what you are planning on doing 

This publication is designed to provide accurate information and suggestions in regard to the subject matter 
covered. It is distributed with the understanding that AMACOM is not guaranteeing sales results related to any of 
the activities discussed. Individuals engaging in on-line activity need to be aware of security risks regarding private 
information. AMACOM does not provide any legal or professional advice regarding on-line security. 

Version 1.0 
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KEEPING A BALANCE: 
General Rules for Online Promotion 

1. Don't become a press release. People don't go online to learn about how great you are. 
They can decide that on their own. People want a connection to an author, not a publicist. 
Think about your online activity as an expansion rather than a repetition of your book. 

2. Stay both professional and personable. Part of the appeal of blogging and other online 
activities is that your audience is getting to know you, the real person, rather than a book 
jacket. However, you don't want to get too personal because you are representing your book 
and AMACOM. The Internet is a public space. Conduct yourself appropriately. 

3. Do NOT quote or comment on information shared by an AMACOM employee. This shared 
information includes sales, inventory, printing decisions, feedback from sales people or 
major customers, contract details, etc. Assume that all information AMACOM shares with 
you is confidential. AMACOM must maintain good relationships with authors, booksellers, 
online retailers, international publishers, and its parent organization, the American 
Management Association. If sensitive information is disclosed online, our business 
relationships can be damaged, which has a negative impact on our ability to market your 
book and others in a very competitive marketplace. 

4. Do NOT excerpt your book. All publications, online or in hard copy, MUST receive 
permission from AMACOM to excerpt your work, including your own website. Even if you are 
the copyright holder, AMACOM owns publication rights for the book, so you need permission 
from us to quote your own work on your website and other sites. We do this to protect your 
intellectual property. Unauthorized excerpts can be used inappropriately and can devalue 
your work. They also have the tendency to proliferate, leaving people without a reason to 
buy your book. If you would like to excerpt your book for any of your online activity, you 
MUST discuss this excerpt with your publicist first. Note: We allow each author to post up to 
one chapter of their book on their own website, but you must go through our marketing and 
production department for this material. 

5. Be careful about privacy information. We suggest that you set up an email address 
specifically for the online marketing efforts you plan to undertake. Do NOT give out your 
home address, home phone number, personal email, work address, work phone number, or 
work email. The only personal information you should give out is the email address 
specifically reserved for online marketing and your general location in the country. In 
addition, review the privacy settings of each website to which you belong in order to make 
certain that access is appropriate and that your personal information is not being sold. Delete 
personal information of other people that has been left on your site. You do not want to be 
held liable for any problems this open information may cause. 

6. Beware of phishing: When users of a genuine website are lured onto a bogus webpage that 
exactly resembles the previous legitimate site, they have been phished. Next, a login screen 
appears, tricking them into entering their username and password. Phishers can use the 
login information they collect to hack other accounts, such email, online banks, or stores. 
Check the domain name is correct in the address bar and look for misspellings on the page, 
which is common on bogus sites. 
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7. Do NOT get drawn into flaming. Flaming is sending or posting deliberately hostile and 
unconstructive messages, which can cascade and gather force. Don't be offended or hurt by 
it. Flamers have a psychological issue and are fulfilling their desire for anonymous attack. If 
you respond to their messages, they are only encouraged and continue to flame. Watch out 
for flaming on discussion boards and the comments sections of blogs in particular. Do NOT 
become a flamer yourself. Don't insult other users, but you can provide constructive criticism. 
Stay professional. 

8. Manage spam. Spam is an inevitable problem on the Internet, which is one of the reasons 
why you should have a separate online marketing email address. When spam becomes 
unmanageable, you can switch on the spam blocking software on your blog, but only when it 
becomes unmanageable. People are less likely to leave comments if spam-blocking 
software is turned on. Settings are more difficult with social networking sites, but you can 
block specific users to prevent receiving spam from them again. 

9. Provide References. Credibility is a major issue on the Internet. Why should someone listen 
to you instead of someone else? The answer is references. For all the information you give, 
you must provide the sources WITH links. The Internet thrives on links, and it is a way of 
proving that what you are talking about is correct, relevant, and reputable. Plus, the number 
of links drives search engine results: more links to your site = more relevance and a higher 
ranking. 

10. Edit your content. Check spelling and grammar. For your blog, edit the comments others 
leave on your blog for spelling to maintain a high level of professionalism. If you need to 
make a correction, make it and admit your mistake. People value honesty. 

11.Avoid duplication. Duplication causes problems with the algorithims of search engines, which 
will make your content harder to find online. Search engines will choose the site with more 
traffic over others, which can work against you. For example, do not write an article that is 
very similar to your blog entry on the same subject. Key phrases are checked against each 
other and if they are too close, either your blog or your article will not be listed in the search 
engine results. 

12. Consider disclaimers. copyrights. and addend urns. If you would like to post a disclaimer on 
your blog, that is fine. For example, an advice blog may have a disclaimer that it is only for 
general advice and that personal problems should be taken up with a professional. You can 
discuss this with your publicist or editor beforehand to make sure the wording is correct. 
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WORKING ONLINE 

Online marketing can be an extremely rewarding experience, allowing you to share your book 
and meet your audience. The first step is to create a separate account for everything involved 
with your book's promotion, ie., sign up for another email address. The new email address is not 
a replacement for your old one but rather a filter to keep your personal and professional online 
experiences separate. It is also a filter for spam, which will quickly pick up in volume. 

You can sign up for a free email account at: 

http://www.hotmail.com 
http://www.yahoo.com 
http://www.gmail.com (invitation only; know someone with gmail? Have them invite you) 

This email account will be a repository for all your online marketing activity - the services for 
which you sign up and your contact information. 
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BLOGS 

A blog, or web-log, is a website that works as a sort of journal in reverse chronological order
each new post (or entry) appears at the top of the page, lowering the next. Slogs are used for 
providing commentary on certain topics, news, current events, or even for personal expression. 
Slogs are interactive -- bloggers connect with their readers through the comments section on 
blog posts and with other bloggers throughout the blogosphere by exchanging links, 
commenting on each other's posts, and through various online events (guest blogging, blog 
carnivals, memetags, etc). Book blogs are eligible for the Lulu Blocker Prize. 

Blogs are a great way to build an audience for an author and a book. Your book will have a 
place on the Internet specifically devoted to it. You can try out different angles and new content 
and receive instant feedback from your readers. Blogs can create communities of fans who are 
interested in your work. A blog is an affordable and easy-to-use resource for publicity. 

Examples of great blogs: 

Blog Monitoring blog: 
Business blog: 
Career blog: 
Consumerism blog: 
Current Events blog: 
EBay blog: 
Education blog 
Environmental~ blog: 
Fashion blog: 
Fiction author blog: 
Google blog: 
Human Resources blog: 
Literary blog: 
Marketing blog: 
Newspaper blog: 
Parenting blog: 
Personal Finance blog: 
Political blog: 
Publishing blog: 
Real Estate blog: 
Sales blog: 

Building a Blog: 

Global Voices Online http://www.globalvoicesonline.com/ 
The Cenek Report http://www.cenekreport.com/ 
Penelope Trunk http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/ 
The Consumerist http://consumerist.com/ 
Live From... http://benjaminorbach.blogspot.com/ 
Hotbrain http://hotbrain.2edqes.com/ 
Admissions Advice http://admissionsadvice.com/ 
Treehugger http://www. treehuqqer.com/ 
I Am Fashion http://iamfashion.blogspot.com/ 
Neil Gaiman http://www.neilgaiman.com/journal/ 
Official Google Blog http://qoogleblog.blogspot.com/ 
Human Resources Blog http://hrbloq.typepad.com/ 
Bookslut http://www. books I ut. com/ 
Diva Marketing http://www.bloombergmarketing.blogs.com/ 
The Guardian (UK) http://bloqs.quardian.eo.uk/ 
Parenting a Complex Child http://parentingacomplexchild.bloqspot.com/ 
PF Advice http://www.pfadvice.com/ 
The Moderate Voice http://www.themoderatevoice.com/ 
Wands & Worlds http://www.wandsandworlds.com/bloq1/ 
Dr. Housing Bubble http://drhousingbubble.blogspot.com/ 
Knights on the Road http://www.regnordman.com/ 

You can use different blog platforms, such as Blogger (http://www.blogqer.com) for your blog. It 
is easy to use and allows a number of possibilities without getting confusing. Other blog 
platforms include LiveJournal, Typepad, Wordpress, and Xanga. Some are free and others have 
a small monthly service fee. 

If you have your own website, you are probably considering putting the blog straight on there. 
While most website design packages include blogs, they do not have all the features you need 
to create a great blog. To get the upgraded ability to make those features you will have to pay 
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extra and start learning html code. Most blog platforms allow you to do a link up to your own 
website/server, but with a downgraded version of their platform to make it compatible with your 
website design. Consult your webmaster about setting up a blog or use another platform and 
simply put a link up. 

You should spend about two weeks surfing the net, finding blogs on your subject and other good 
blogs, so you have an idea about how good blogs work. Do research before you set up your 
blog and then build on that research to make friends in the blogosphere. 

Note: If you wish to blog but are worried about the technical side, please contact Alice Northover 
to help set up a blog for you. Alice can help you for the first two weeks with worries about what 
is appropriate or adding different things, but after that you are on your own. You should focus 
just on posting items applying to your book and making friends in the blogosphere. If you 
become dedicated to your blog and would like to make more improvements, we suggest buying 
a book to help you out- check out the Recommended Reading list (see page 20)! 

Pre-Slog Brainstorming: 

1. What is your blog's hook? In the same way your book needs a hook, so does your blog. You 
need an angle that will distinguish it from others blogs on similar topics. 

2. What is your blog's audience? Who are your trying to target? 

3. How can you refine your voice? Readers can tell when a blog isn't written by the author. Be 
yourself, with your own writing style, and readers will appreciate your voice. They don't want 
a press release or someone pretending to be you. It also helps to take a strong viewpoint to 
create a discussion and controversy. Just keep it professional. 

4. Write your welcome message. Your first blog post must be your welcome message: 
introducing yourself, welcoming readers, and defining the purpose of your blog. Note: the 
purpose of your blog cannot be "I want you to buy my book." It has to encompass recent 
developments, new trends, and current issues. Think of the blog as an expansion of your 
book where you write about new ideas in the topic area. 
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SOCIAL NETWORKING WEBSITES 

Social networks are groups of people who share a common interest, activity, or contact. Social 
networking websites allow people to connect with other users based on commonalities. Users 
set up a profile, contact other users to become friends, approve friend requests from others, and 
share information. Different levels of privacy exist for social networking sites (who can search for 
you, what information is divulged and to whom). These levels can be reset with the Privacy 
Settings and it is also possible to block users. Networks can be established in different ways. 
For example, on Facebook, a popular social networking site for college students, a university is 
one of a student's networks. They can search for different people within their university to find 
friends. Social networking sites are not limited to teenagers and college students, but rather 
each targets a different interest/age group. For example, businessmom.net is a social 
networking site for entrepreneur mothers. 

Social networking sites are one way to build an author brand, but they are also simply a way of 
meeting your fans and interacting with them. Trust comes easier in social networks because you 
are linked to people through shared interests; these interests can lead to indirect exposure and 
building a larger fan base. Social networks allow you to be part of a community and to create 
your own community of fans who will be interested in learning about the new information you 
have to share. 

List of Social Networking websites: 

LibraryThing (http://www.librarvthinq.com/) 
LibraryThing is an online service to help people catalog their books easily. Because everyone 
catalogs together, LibraryThing also connects people with the same books, comes up with 
suggestions for what to read next, and so forth. LibraryThing is a form of social cataloging, 
connecting to other people though books. Member profile pages can be linked to author pages, 
allowing your fans to find you. Users generate the content for the author's page, investing in the 
author. LibraryThing has an early distribution program to readers with Random House. 

Features: Author favorites, author gallery, author cloud, author zeitgeist, talk, groups, tags, 
bookpile contests, librarything widget 

Recommendation: For all authors. LibraryThing is free for up to 200 books. Make sure you have 
a solid base of books in your subject area, but also throw in some different titles that can attract 
different readers to you. 

Shelfari (htto://shelfari .com/) 
A social media site based around book lovers. Each member can create a virtual shelf of books 
that the member is currently reading or has read. You can see what your friends are reading 
and connect that way or you can see what books people are reading on a certain subject and 
find out what's recommended. Shelfari is more popular than LibraryThing, but it does not have 
as many cool options, such as the author page. The book industry does work with Shelfari for 
special promotions and book fairs (example: BEA Lit Insiders Group). 

Features: You can embed your "shelf' into other platforms such as your blog, social networking 
site, or website. You can comment on books, rate books, tag books, make friends, join groups, 
and leave notes on other people's shelves. 
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Recommendation: For all authors. Have a solid base of books in your area (include all books 
you read to research your book) and also some more books. Use your actual reading shelf, 
don't pretend you've read books that you haven't. 

Goodreads (http://www .good reads. com/) 
Goodreads was founded in January 2007 as yet another book-lover social networking site. It 
isn't as flashy as Shelfari or LibraryThing, but it is easy to use. You can have multiple shelves to 
separate current, past, and future reads. Goodreads currently boasts 125 authors among its 
15,000 members, including debut author Tao Lin, novelist Aimee Liu, legal thriller writer Tim 
Green and photographer Randy Leffingwell (Publisher's Weekly July 16, 2007). It is easy to 
network through the "meet people" page and stay updated through the friends feed. Good reads 
also allows users to preset their writing to others on their home page. 

Features: A messaging system, groups, writing from fellow users, "meet people" page, create 
your own bookshelves, widgets, importing/exporting books. 

Recommendation: For all authors. 

Linkedln (http://www.linkedin.com/) 
Linked In is an online network of more than 11 million experienced professionals from around the 
world, representing 150 industries. When you join, you create a profile that summarizes your 
professional accomplishments. Your profile helps you find and be found by former colleagues, 
clients, and partners. You can add more connections by inviting trusted contacts to join Linkedln 
and connect to you. Your network consists of your connections, your connections' connections, 
and the people they know, linking you to thousands of qualified professionals. Through your 
network you can find potential clients, service providers, subject experts, and partners who 
come recommended, be found for business opportunities, search for great jobs, discover inside 
connections that can help you land jobs and close deals, post and distribute job listings, find 
high-quality passive candidates, get introduced to other professionals through the people you 
know. Linkedln is free to join. Linkedln also offers paid accounts that give you more tools for 
finding and reaching the right people, whether or not they are in your network. 

Features: Sign up and let us know. 

Recommendation: For all business book authors. 

Gather (http://www.gather.com/) 
Gather.com is a social networking site for 30-60+ year-aids who are interested in intellectual 
conversation and exchange of ideas. Gather members can post articles and join groups. Writers 
and readers have a strong presence on Gather, and some writers have gone on to get work 
because of their Gather page and activity. Gather.com is a great place to find and share user
created content online. Gather.com members are rewarded for their participation with Gather 
Points ™, or even cash for top contributors. Gather.com is led by a team of industry veterans 
with extensive experience in building Internet-based companies and creating relevant content. 
The Gather.com site was named the winner of the Media/Portal category in the Massachusetts 
Innovation & Technology Exchange (MITX) 2005 annual awards. Gather.com is a privately held, 
privately funded company headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts. Gather has an important 
history with Houghton Mifflin and Gather, Simon & Schuster, and Borders recently had a fiction 
contest for authors to get a book deal. Gather has about 200,000 members, but over a million 
people view their pages. 
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Features: Articles, images, comments, people, groups, subscriptions, tags, profile. 

Recommendation: For all authors who are willing to contribute frequent article content and read 
and comment on other articles. Keep the space as professional as possible and make 
occasional comments outside your area of expertise. 

BusinessMom.net (http://www .businessmom. neU) 
BusinessMom.net, the social and business networking site designed especially for mother 
entrepreneurs. BusinessMom.net is a place for you to meet other business-oriented moms, 
network, trade services, and much more. BusinessMom.net was created in 2007 as a way for 
entrepreneurial moms of every kind (network marketers, franchise owners, retail shop owners, 
etc.) to come together and network. 

Features: Sign up and let us know. 

Recommendation: For mothers in business. 

MySpace (http://www.myspace.com/) 
The largest social networking site on the web and a truly international one. Myspace is not just 
for teenagers, but for everyone. Myspace pages vary from 11What I ate for breakfast" to a 
filmmaker's dissection of the short film a friend posted on his page last week. MySpace offers 
great exposure for amateurs and rising stars. Myspace has changed the way musicians and 
comedians interact with fans, keeping them updated and giving them samples of music and 
downloadable content. Devoted MySpace fan bases have even been credited with breaking 
certain bands (Arctic Monkeys, Lily Allen) through a sort of viral buzz. The popularity of these 
professional/personal profiles on MySpace has led to a separate channel (section) on the site 
for Music, Comedy, and Film. MySpace also has a channel for Books that is small and has been 
dominated by HarperTeens so far. However, MySpace is investing more in their books channel 
and attempting to attract more publishers and authors to it. 

Features: profile page (basic info), blurbs (about me), blog, associations (school, work, etc), 
comments section where people can leave messages, friend space (friends displayed), 
messages, friend requests, bulletins, groups, music, calendar/schedule 

Recommendation: For younger authors (under 40) and trade titles. Make sure your uri is 
searchable and info public (don't put anything inappropriate in there). Spam is inevitable. Join 
groups and make as many friends as possible. Pimp your profile (a load of websites can help 
you there), but keep it fun and legible. Bulletins are great for getting the word out on updates. 

AMACOM authors on MySpace: 
Vanessa Vega (Comes the Darkness, Comes the Light), http://www.myspace.com/comesthelight 
Ben Orbach (Live From Jordan), http://www.myspace.com/benjaminorbach 

Facebook (http://www. facebook. com/) 
Originally created as a social networking tool for college students, Facebook has grown to 
include businesses, associations, and regional networks. Facebook had also been limited to 
American universities, but has expanded into Canada, the UK, and is working to grow more 
overseas. Beginning in 2007, Facebook is open to anyone with an email address and in October 
2007, Facebook is opening itself up to search engines, so member profiles will will searchable. 
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Facebook's growth has made it the most popular social networking site and its new openness 
makes it a great promtion tool. 

Features: profile page listing personal, professional, and status info (as you choose to disclose), 
·wall' where friends can leave messages and vice versa, notes section where you write for all to 
see, news feed (example: friend A posted pies, friend B changed their status, friend C added 
this widget, etc), networks (example: New York University), groups (example: NYU in Madrid 
Summer 2006), messages (email inside Facebook), widgets & apps (share music you like, 
political spectrum, where traveling, etc), gifts, photos, events 

Recommendation: For younger authors (under 35) and those authors associated with a 
university. Find out if any friends are already on there because Facebook is dominated by 
college students and recent graduates. 

Other social networking sites: 

AdGabber (http://www.adgabber.com)- advertising industry 
BlackPianet.com (http://www.blackplanet.com/)- African-American 
Bebo (http://www.bebo.com/)- schools, colleges 
Boomertown (http://www.boomertown.com)- people over the age of 50 
Boomj (http://www.boomj.com)- baby boomers and generation jones 
BuzzNetworkingMe (http://www.buzznetworkingme.com/)- business networking 
Care2 (http://www.care2.com/)- social activists 
Classmates.com (http://www.classmates.com/)- school, college, work, military 
ConnectBuzz (http://www.connectbuzz.com)- business networking 
Doostang (http://doostang.com/)- career 
Eons (http://eons.com)- people over the age of 50 
Friendster (http://www.friendster.com/)- general 
INmobile (http://www.inmobile.org)- wireless telecommunications industry 
Last.fm (http://www.last.fm/)- music 
Maya's Mom (http://www.mayasmom.com)- parents 
Multiply (http://www.multiply.com)- people over the age of 30 
Orkut (http://www.orgkut.com)- general 
Reuters Space (http://www.reuters.com)- finance professionals 
ReZoom (http://www.rezoom.com)- baby boomers 
Ryze (http://www.ryze.com/)- business 
Sermo (http://www.sermo.com)- physicians 
Tagworld (http://www.taqworld.com/)- alternative myspace 
TakingiTGiobal (http://www.takingitglobal.com)- social activism 
Twitter (http://twitter.com/)- update status with friends thru SMS, IM, & web interfaces 
Windows Live Spaces (http://home.services.spaces.live.com/)- general 
Xanga (http://www.xanga.com/)- blogs and "metro" areas 
XING (http://www.xing.com/)- business 
Yahoo! 360° (http://360.yahoo.com)- general 

Set Up Your Profile: 

1. Set up your profile: Fill in information as prompted and make sure you read every line, what 
is required or not required, and what boxes are checked. Keep in mind that this is your public 
page as an author, not a private page as an individual. 
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2. Enter information: Provide as much information about yourself as you can without simply 
cutting and pasting your entire resume. Remember to personalize it with your interests and 
maybe some fun facts. Do NOT give out your home address or telephone number, but we 
encourage you to provide your online, marketing-only email address. 

3. Check privacy settings: Go over privacy settings with a watchful eye. Make yourself 
searchable and all your postings public because this profile is publicity (and you are keeping 
them appropriate). Check to see if the social networking platform can sell your information to 
third-parties; this box is often checked automatically, so you need to uncheck it. Periodically 
go over privacy settings again because they change as the site adjusts and updates 
(generally without notification). 

4. Upload your author photo: Use one of your personal photos, or if you wish to stay very 
professional, ask your publicist for a low-res author photo. 

Make Friends and Encourage Discussion: 

1. Join groups and networks: Meet people on your social networking site. Groups and networks 
are a great way to find people online who have common interests and history. 

2. Make and receive friend requests: Accept ALL friend requests unless people become 
abusive, in which case you are able to block that user from viewing your profile and therefore 
from commenting on it (see under Privacy Settings). The first step in making friends is 
inviting your current friends to the site. Next, try to look up old friends. Finally, start going 
through your groups to find people who share common interests and make a friend request. 

3. Perform article/blog activity: Depending on the type of social networking site, different 
activities are available to you. It is essential that you contribute frequently, even if it's a small 
amount (it varies according to site). Explore the social networking site for a week to discover 
what other people are doing; it will help you feel more comfortable. Interaction with other 
users is important, so be sure you keep up on what your friends are doing. 
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ONLINE ARTICLE SYNDICATION 

In the same way that newspaper wire services distribute the same article to a variety of 
newspapers, online article syndication sites distribute the same article to a variety of different 
websites. All of this is free- the author-submitted article and the distribution. Having an article 
syndicated online, as in newspapers, can help build your credibility. 

You will not be paid for the article. Do not give away the contents of your book. Write something 
related that will help build your reputation on the topic. If you plan to write article online, discuss 
it with your publicist who can help vet your article suggestions. Check out the websites for 
writer's guidelines and setting up a profile as an expert author. 

Online article syndication is a great way to get your name out in a variety of places across the 
web without hours of time spent searching and discovering the right people to work with. It is not 
unknown for an article online to be picked up by newspapers or lead to some work freelancing 
articles on a particular subject area. 

Online article syndication websites: 

Ezinearticles.com (http://ezinearticles.com/) 
Goarticles.com (http://qoarticles.com/) 
ldeamarketers.com (http://ideamarketers.com/) 

Establish yourself as an online article writer: 

1. Set up a profile: Register yourself as an expert in the field. Registration usually involves 
putting in some basic information (name, location, email) and a short bio including the book 
you have written. 

2. Check the Writing Guidelines: Make sure what you write fits the guidelines, or it may be 
removed from the site. 

3. Write the Article: Write an online article the same way you would write a newspaper or 
magazine article. A concise journalistic style is favored in online articles. Make sure the 
information is pertinent and practical. These sites are not appropriate for essays or editorials. 
Proofread the article before you post it. 
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EMAIL BLASTS 

An email blast is an email with multiple recipients notifying people of an announcement or an 
event. Email blasts can be used to notify people of your book's release and direct them to 
different websites in order to buy the book. 

If you have a newsletter or extended mailing list, you may wish to consider an email blast 
informing people of your book's release. Your message should include links to one or more 
online bookstores and you can link to your book on AMACOM's website. Email blasts are a 
quick and simple way of notifying the people who are interested in your work that your book has 
been published. 

Your email blast list should be well-defined: your family, your friends, your acquaintances, your 
colleagues, your clients, your business contacts, or recipients of your newsletter. Be certain that 
these people are appropriate for your email blast notification (example: Do not send it to the 
Book Review Editor at The New York Times). The recipients should be people who have 
expressed interest in your work. Make sure that your list is set before you start writing the email 
blast. Most email programs have software to create lists for email blasts (such as by creating a 
group). Email blast writing should be short and simple. Keep the message casual if you are 
emailing your friends and keep it professional if emailing clients. As for the format of your e-mail 
blast message, you can keep it simple and just announce your book's release. 

Make sure you include the title, author, publisher, price, whether it's hardcover or paperback, 
the ISBN number, and a short description of the book. Also be sure to include links to the online 
bookstores of your choice (a few are listed on the next page) as well as amacombooks.org. 
Note: The link should be directly to your book's page, not the retailer's homepage. Fewer clicks 
mean more sales! If you wish to refer people to your local bookstore as well, you can put in that 
website address. Refer people to wherever they can buy your book. AMAGOM does not favor 
any single account. 

Some successful e-mail blasts offer incentives or rewards for buying the book on a certain day. 
These incentives are usually some type of supplemental material (pdfs, worksheets, extra 
chapter, CD) or a discount on a related product that the author can supply. For more 
information, talk to the trade sales department about incentives. 

If you wish to do an email blast, you must notify the sales department and your publicist at 
least a month in advance. This notification will ensure that your book is in stock for the potential 
buyers. Email us in the following format: 

Subject Line: <Title> Email Blast for <Date> 

Body: List title, author, ISBN number, the date & time you are blasting, the number of 
people you are blasting, and where you will be directing people (Amacom, Amazon, 
B&N, etc.), plus the body of the email blast text below. 

This notification is to ensure that the bookseller will have enough copies ordered for that week to 
handle the expected sales. If you email blast without notifying our sales department, there will 
most likely not be enough books in stock and your title will not be available to customers. The 
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result: angry customers, and worse, ANGRY BOOKSELLERS, who will be very difficult to work 
with subsequently for your book. Notify us! 

Who to notify: 

Janet Rutledge, Trade Sales & Marketing 

AMACOM Books: 

www.amacombooks.org 

Examples of large online bookstore sites: 

Amazon: 
Barnes & Nob1e: 
Books-a-Million: 
Booksense {independent bookstores): 
Borders: 
Powell's Books: 

jrutledge@amanet.org 

www.amazon.com 
www.bn.com 

and your publicist 

www.booksamillion.com or www.bamm.com 
www.booksense.com 
www.borders.com 
www.powells.com 

Note: the links you provide should be directly to your book's page, not the retailer's homepage. 
AMACOM does not favor any bookseller account. 
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ONLINE BOOKSTORE PROMOTION TOOLS 

At this time, only Amazon provides authors a set of comprehensive tools they can use on their 
own to promote their works on an online bookstore site. We will try to keep you updated with 
any new features at this and other online bookstores, and if you find out new features on 
different sites, please let us know. Amazon has many tools you can use to boost online book 
sales: Amazon Reviews, Search Inside the Book feature, Author Connect, and the Associate's 
Program. BN.com and Powell's also offer their own version of affiliate programs. 

Online Bookstore Promotion is a great way of promoting your book. Tell friends to write reviews. 
Use the author blog to respond to your audience with focus on your book, telling people why you 
wrote it, explaining the process, and responding to feedback. 

Corrections to Data/Content on Bookstore Sites: 

When you see something that needs to be corrected on a vendor site, you can send the 
correction to your editor as well as to Vera Sarkanj at vsarkanj@amanet.org. She handles all of 
our online listings. 

Amazon Reviews 

As soon as your book is available on Amazon, buyers can post reviews for your book on your 
book's page. These reviews can impact the overall rating for the book, and where the book 
appears in search results on Amazon. Think about when you search for a book on Amazon: do 
you check to see what the reviews say? What kind of criticism are they giving? Do NOT post a 
review of your own book. Do NOT have anyone post a review when the book is still on pre-order 
status. As soon as the book is actually available for order, encourage anyone who is supporting 
your book or who expresses interest in your book to post reviews. They should not mention any 
personal relationship to you in the review. The first month after the book first publishes is a great 
time to recommend that people post reviews. 

Amazon "Search Inside the Book" 

Potential buyers can use ~~search Inside the Book'' after the book is published. This feature 
allows them to preview selected pages of the book. It usually comes up a week or two after the 
book is available on Amazon. We submit the Search Inside materials as soon as final files are 
available, usually a few weeks before the physical book goes on sale. However, it then takes 
Amazon a few weeks to post the file. If you don't see this feature right away for your title, wait a 
few weeks before asking us to check on it. 

Amazon Connect (http://www.amazon.com/connect) 

We strongly recommend having an Amazon blog. Go to their website (above) to learn about it 
and sign up. They will ask you for a verifier to prove you are the author of the book. List your 
editor or Janet Rutledge, Manager, Trade Sales & Marketing, at jrutledge@amanet.org. Your 
Amazon blog appears on your book page, where you can post an author photo and blog entries. 
Try to do a posting once a week, parUcularly as the book is coming out. You don't have to do 
more than that, since only three of them show up on your book page at any one time and you 
don't want to bury the old ones too quickly. The first post should introduce yourself and the 
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book. Make sure to write a posting for any major events or interviews or for any speaking 
engagements that you think would be of general interest. You should put a link to your site or to 
your blog site at the bottom of each Amazon blog entry (or at the top, your choice). Other 
authors have found this to be a great way to drive traffic. 

Associates Programs (http://www.amazon.com/associates) 

A number of online bookstores have affiliate programs. What this means is that you can include 
a link to that buying site from your web page, and you will earn some money each time a visitor 
clicks through to purchase a book. Most authors who want to drive sales include a link to a 
buying site on the page they have for their book. 

Barnes & Noble Affliates (www.bn.com/affiliate) 

Other retailers besides Amazon have affiliate programs where you can obtain a formatted link 
and earn money on referral to the book. BN .com (Barnes & Noble's website) has a similar 
program. For more information, go to the website above. 

Powell's Partners (http://www.powells.com/partners/partners .html) 

If your local bookstore has a website, it may have a program just like this. Just ask! Or browse 
the store's site. For example, Powell's in Oregon has a program called Powell's Partners just for 
this purpose. 

Note: AMACOM does not favor any online bookstore or any of our accounts. 
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DISCUSSION BOARDS 

A discussion board is essentially a web application for holding discussions and posting user
generated content. Discussion boards or Internet forums are excellent ways of reaching people 
interested in the same topic as your book. It is important to stay well-mannered and not give out 
personal information on discussion boards because it can be nearly impossible to delete later, 
and con artists use discussion boards to pray on unsavvy Internet users. Do not get drawn into 
flaming, deliberately hostile and unconstructive message posting. 

Discussion board activity can be utilized to inform people about your book. If you add input 
relating to the discussion topic and then use your books title in your byline then you will add to 
the discussion and it will not be viewed as simply an advertisement (which would likely be 
deleted by someone monitoring the discussion.) This activity brings your book to the attention of 
people directly involved in the subject, which is useful if you have a how-to book. You, as an 
author, can become a resource. 

Examples of discussion boards: 

BusinessWeek Forums: 
Career Magazine Forums: 
CiteHR: 
eBay Discussion Board: 
Forbes Business Forum: 
Google Groups: 
Meetup: 
Monster.com Boards: 
MSN Groups: 
Parenting Beyond Belief: 
Parenting Forums: 
The Politics Forum: 
Reading Group Guides Board: 
Treehugger Forums: 
WebMD Boards: 
Yahoo! Answers: 

http://www.businessweek.com/common/forums.htm 
http://www.careermag.com/Default.asp 
http://www.citehr.com/ 
http://paqes.ebay.com/community/boards/index.html 
http:/ /forums. forbes. com/forbes/board? board. id =fdcbiz 
http:/ /groups. goog I e. com/ 
http://www .meetup.com/ 
http://my.monster.com/Forums/ 
http://groups.msn .com/home 
http://parentinqbeyondbelief.com/forum/ [AMACOM author] 
http://parentinqforums.org/ 
http://www.politicsforum.org/forum/ 
http://www.readingqroupguidesboard.com 
http://forums.treehugger.com/ 
http://www.webmd.com/community/boards 
http://answers.yahoo.com/ 

Discussion board posting can be tricky. We suggest you "lurk" for a couple of weeks, read what 
people are talking about, and respond to a few posts before posting your own subject. You may 
post your book title as a subject, submit a short summary for the body, and ask for feedback. If 
you would like to excerpt a few tips from your book, you MUST discuss this with your publicist 
beforehand. Ideally, you could take an area in your book and expand on it in some way because 
the issue comes up in discussion. Remember that people like tips, instructions, and examples. 
People generally go to discussion boards for help or to discover new information. Please keep 
that in mind when you are posting. Try to think of a good angle for your book. Example: ask 
people to converge on a board for an "author chat." 

Reminder: Do not become a flamer. Don't insult other users, but you can provide constructive 
criticism. 
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PODCASTS 

A podcast is a digital media file distributed over the Internet. Most podcasts are syndicated, so 
multiple podcasts appear. Podcasts work like a radio show that is available online. A common 
misconception about podcasts is that they must be listened to on an iPod. A podcast can be 
listened to on any portable digital listening device, depending on the type of audio file (most 
pod casts use mp3s that can be listened to on any device). In fact, most people don't listen to 
podcasts on portable players at all, but listen to them on their PCs. Production qualities of 
podcasts vary, but a good recording can be made fairly cheaply. Podcast aggregators help 
listeners subscribe to podcasts (like iTunes' Subscribe Now button). Podcasts are growing in 
popularity, although popularity varies from podcast to podcast. Most podcasts are archived 
online so you can listen anytime. 

Podcasts are an excellent outlet for describing your work. Research podcasts using the podcast 
search engines in Recommended Websites (see page 24). Listen to a few of the podcasts to 
make sure they are good and then tell us about them. Some authors have started their own 
podcasts, reading from their work, answering questions, providing background information. If 
you are interested in podcasting yourself, we suggest you do some more research on the topic 
to learn about what makes a good podcast and the equipment you need. 
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TIM ELINE 

Research: Within the first 1 to 2 weeks after receiving this document, begin researching your 
field online for prominent bloggers, online magazines, e-newsletters, websites, podcasts, etc. 

When to start blogginq/networking: 3 to 6 months prior to publication date; basically as soon as 
you are done with editorial work; the sooner you start blogging, the sooner you can start 
creating buzz around your book. 

How long to continue blogging/networking: At least 4 months after pub date; ideally you will 
continue for a long time. 

Online articles: The month preceding the book release through month after book release. 

Email blast: Publication date or as advised by sales department. 

Online Bookstores: Start asking people for reviews the month the book is released (to be posted 
after the book is published). Write your author blog the month the book is released and the 
following month as well. 

Discussion Boards: The month of the book's release. 
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SCHEDULE 

Spend half an hour a day, five to six days a week, working on your online publicity. Manage your 
time on the Internet so it's not wasted. We would be thrilled if you could spend more time 
working on publicity, but don't overdo it. 

Slog entries: 2 to 3 times a week minimum; every day recommended; twice a day maximum 
Note: We would rather have you blog once a week than not at all. 

Reading other blogs: Once a week minimum; every other day recommended; 2 hours a day 
maximum. Tip: Have a set list of good blogs in your area to comment on and keep exploring. 

Other blog activity: At least 2 link exchanges for blogroll between blogs a week (you list them, 
they list you). Participate in at least 1 meme. Consider hosting a blog carnival for a month. 

Social networking: Log on every day to check news and accept friend requests. Post new info at 
least once a week. Make 5 friend requests a week. 

Online articles: Write 1 article the month before your book release, 2 the month of your book 
release, and 2 the month after your book release. Please continue if you can. 

Discussion boards: Post a subject on a different board at least once a week and monitor board 
every day and respond. Ideally a different board every day without overexposure. 

Sample: 

Monday: Slog entry and accept friend requests 

Tuesday: Read other blogs and comment 

Wednesday: Slog entry and explore your social networking site 

Thursday: Read other blogs and solicit link exchanges 

Friday: Slog entry and make friend requests; post on a discussion board 

Saturday: Submit an online article; read other blogs and social networking news 
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RECOMMENDED READING 

Send: The Essential Guide to Email for Office and Home, by David Shipley and Will Schwalbe 

Did you know there is a switch in our brain telling us to consider the ramifications of 
what we say- and that it switches off when you write email? Don't write email angry, use 
proper form, forgive those awful emails, and read this book. Send is a well-written, funny, 
and informative work. 

Publication Services Glossary of Publishing Terms 

Don't know what on earth we are talking about? Find out with this glossary. Get a free 
copy here: http://www.pubserv.com/Pubserv/GiossaryRequest.html. 

Rough Guide to Blogging, by Jonathan Yang 

Of the huge number of books on blogging, the Rough Guide is definitely the best. It is 
easy to read without being condescending. Plus, it explains different aspects of blogging 
and how to improve your blog with clarity. Lots of great examples are included. 

Rough Guide to MySpace & Online Communities, by Peter Buckley 

This Rough Guide is better than other guides because it explains different features 
clearly and concisely. It also gives you tips for improvement and how to network online. 

The Virtual Handshake, by David Teten and Scott Allen 

While written for those who wish to better leverage business online, the book also 
contains good advice on how to conduct youself online and how to build your network. 

Wikipedia article 
on blogs: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioqs 
on blog carnivals: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioq carnival 
on memetags: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memetag 
on social networks: http://en. wikipedia .org/wiki/Social networks 
on web syndication: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web syndication 
on email blasts: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email blast 
on Amazon.com: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon.corn 
on Internet forums: http://en.wikipedia.org/wikillnternet forums 
on flaming: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiaming 0/o281nterneto/o29 

Blogger Help: "How to Get a Book Deal with Your Blog" by Biz Stone: 
http://help.blogger.com/bin/answer.py?answer=41991 &topic=8926 

The Penguin Blog: "What Makes a Good Author Blog?" by Colin Brush 
http://thepenquinbloq.typepad.com/the penguin blog/2007/06/what makes a qo.html 

Publisher's Weekly: "Business, Pleasure Mix on Book Networking Sites" by Marc Schultz 
(http://www.publishersweekly.com/article/CA6458174.html) 
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The Guardian: "Curling Up with a Good eBook" by Andrew Marr 
http://books.guardian.co.uk/ebooks/story/O. ,2077277.00 .html 

PMA Independent: "Why and How to Start Slogging Now" by Paul Gillian 
http://www .pma-online .org/scripts/shownews .cfm?id =1488 

PMA Independent: "Plan a Powerful Blog Tour'' by Steve Weber 
http://www.pma-online.org/scripts/shownews. cfm?id=1469 

PMA Independent: "The Risks of Article Syndication Online" by Steve Weber 
http://www .pma-online.org/scripts/shownews.cfm?id=14 7 4 
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The New York Times: "A Chance to Meet the Author Online" by Edward Wyatt 
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/12/27 /books/27blog .html?ei=5070&en=561 eebf592ca6940&ex=1 
183694400&pagewanted=all 

The New York Times: "The Author Will Take Q.'s now" by Kara Jesella (September 2, 2007) 
http://www .nytimes.com/2007/09/02/fashion/02bloq. html? r=1 &oref=slogin 

The New York Times: "A Space for Us" by Pagan Kennedy (September 2, 2007) 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/02/books/review/Kennedy-t.html?ref=books 

The Wrong Advices: 1116 Must Read Articles for Bloggers" 
http://thewronqadvices.com/2007/04/25/16-must-read-articles-to-qet-the-most-out-of-your-blog/ 
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RECOMMENDED LISTENING 

AMA Edgewise* (http ://podcast.amanet.org/edgewise/) 
Lois Kelly on Conversational Marketing 
(http://podcast .amanet.org/edgewise/marketing/23/lois-kelly-on-conversational-marketinq/) 
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- Greg Bennett on How to "Close" a Consultative Sales Deal 
(http ://podcast.amanet.org/edgewise/innovative-thinkinq/22/greg-bennett-on-how-to-close-a
consultative-sales-deal/) 

- Chuck Martin on Leadership Smarts (http://podcast .amanet.org/edqewise/innovative
thi nking/21 /chuck-martin-on-lead ersh ip-sma rts/) 

Book Expo's Author Studio 2007* (http://bookexpocast.com/authors-studio/) 
- Chuck Panozzo (http://www.bookexpocast.com/authors-studio/2007/06/21/the-grand-illusion

love-lies-and-my-life-with-styx-by-chuck-panozzo/) 
Ed Koch (http://www .bookexpocast.com/authors-studio/2007 /06/28/buzz-how-to-create-it
and-win-with-it-by-edward-i-koch/) 

BookExpoCast 2007* (http://www.bookexpocast.com/) 
- John Freeman Talks with BEA Director Lance Fensterman About the Crisis of Book 

Coverage in Print Media (http://bookexpocast.com/2007 /05/14/john-freeman-talks-with-bea
director-lance-fensterman-about-the-crisis-of-book-coverage-in-print-media/) 
BEA Bonus: Searching for Principles: Online Services and Intellectual Property 
(http:/ /bookexpocast.com/2007 /05/17 /bea-bonus-sea rchinq-for -pri nci pies-on I ine-services
and-intellectual-property/) [Note: AMACOM has Limited Preview with Google Book Search] 
BEA Bonus: Emerging Technology Trends: Deciphering the Next Chapters 
(http:/ /bookexpocast. com/200 7 /05/21/bea-bonu s-e merging-technology-trends-deciphering
the-next-chapter/) 
Will Schwalbe on the Pros and Cons of Email 
(http:/ /bookexpocast. com/2 007 /05/23/wi 11-schwa I be-on-the-pros-and-con-of -email/) 
The Role of Publishers in the Real Digital Age: An Insider's Perspective 
(http://bookexpocast.com/2007 /06/05/the-role-of-publishers-in-the-real-digital-age-an
insider%e2%80%99s-perspective/) 
My Debut Novel: What I Wish My Publishing House and Booksellers Knew Before the 
Release (http://bookexpocast.com/2007 /06/07 /my-debut-novel-what-i-wish-my-publishing
house-booksellers-knew-before-the-release/) [Note: Although this program is geared towards 
first-time novelists, it contains many good tips for first-time authors in general] 
Giving It Away: Free Lunch or Unrealized Opportunity 
(http://bookexpocast.com/2007 /06/1 0/givinq-it-away-free-lunch-or-unrealized-opportunity/) 
Corporate Social Media Platforms: A Case for Publisher Participation 
(http:/ /bookexpocast . com/200 7/06/14/ corporate-soda 1-med ia -platform s-a-case-for-pub I is her
participation/) 
Upfront and Unscripted: Chris Anderson on BookTour.com 
(http:/ /bookexpocast. com/2007 /06/ 18/u pfron t -and-unscripted-chris-anderson-on
booktourcom/) 
Thinning the Ivy: How Yale University Press Used New Media to Change its Image 
(http:l/bookexpocast.com/2007/06/19/thinning-the-ivv-how-yale-university-press-used-new
media-to-change-its-imaqe/) 
MySpace for Authors and Publishers 
(http://bookexpocast.com/2007 /07 /16/myspace-for-authors-and-publishers/) 
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Lit Insiders Spotlight: Shelfari 
(http:!/bookexpocast.com/2007/07/26/lit-insiders-spotlight-shelfari/) 

BookExpoCast 2006 (http://bookexpocast.com/archives/) 
BEA #3- Best Way to Leverage Podcasting 
(http:l/bookexpocast.com/2006/05/30/bea-3-best-way-to-leverage-podcasting/) 

- BEA #4- Upfront & Unscripted: Michael Cader and Chris Anderson 
(http:l/bookexpocast.com/2006/06/02/bea-4-upfront-unscripted-michael-cader-and-chris
anderson/) 
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BEA #7- Best Way to Use a Blog (http:!/bookexpocast.com/2006/06/11/bea-7-best-way-to
use-a-blog/) [Note: for corporate blogs, but great tips for all bloggers] 
BEA #9- Upfront & Unscripted: Sara Nelson and Laura Miller 
(http:l/bookexpocast.com/2006/06/16/bea-9-upfront-unscripted-sara-nelson-and-laura-j
miller/) 
BEA #17 -Syndicating Litblog Book Reviews 
(http://bookexpocast.com/2006/07 /1 0/bea-17 -syndicating-litblog-book-reviews/) 
BEA #18- Upfront & Unscripted: Jerome Kramer and Greg Greeley 
(http:/ /bookexpocast. com/2006/07 /11 /greeley-and-kramer/) 

Guardian Books Podcast* (http://books.guardian.co.uk/podcasts/) 

New York Times Book Review Podcast* 
(http://www. nytimes .com/ref/books/books-podcast -archive. html) 
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RECOMMENDED WEBSITES 

Wikipedia: (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!Main Page) 

Wikipedia may not be considered the most reliable of sources, but research shows 
that it has no more faults than published encyclopedias. Wikipedia is definitely the best 
source for information dealing with the Internet. 

Slog Search Engines: 
Tech norati: (http:/ /tech norati. com/) 
Ice Rocket: (http://www.podcastpickle.com/) 
Google Blog Search: (http://blogsearch.qoogle.com/) 
Slog Flux: (http://www.blogflux.com/) 

Social Networking Sites: 
LibraryThing Blog: (http://www.librarything .com/blog/) 
Shelfari Slog: (http://shelfari.typepad .com/) 
About Gather: (http://www.qather.com/whatisqather.jsp) 
About MySpace: (http ://www.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=misc.aboutus) 

Podcasting Directories: 
Podcast Alley: (http://www.podcastalley.com/) 
Yahoo! Podcasts: (http://podcasts.yahoo.com/) 
Podcast Pickle: (http://www.podcastpickle.com/) 
Podcasting News: (http://www.podcastingnews.com/) 
iTunes: (http://www.apple.com/itunes/) [download necessary] 

Blogger 
Help: (http://help .blogger.com/) 
Help Group: (http://qroups.qooqle.com/qroup/blogger-help) 

Online Safety: 
BlogSafety (http://www .blogsafety.com) 
CommonSense (http://www .commonsense.com) 
CyberTipline (http://www.cybertipline.com) 
NetSmartz (http://www.netsmartz.org) 
StaySafe.org (http://www.staysafe.org) 

BookTour.com: (http://www.booktour.com/about) 

SEND: Welcome: (http://www.ThinkBeforeYouSend.com) 

Wikipedia list of prominent social networking sites: 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of social networking websites) 
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Internet Writing Journal: Best Author Slogs (http://www.internetwritinqjournal.com/authorblogs/) 

Author Slogs: (http://www.authorsblogs.com/) 
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CONTACT 

It is essential to keep publicity, sales, and marketing in the loop about your online marketing 
activity and really any marketing and publicity you do. When you are ready to start your online 
marketing or have any comments or questions, please contact: 

Alice Northover 
Associate Publicist 

AMACOM 
1601 Broadway 

New York, NY 10019-7420 
(212) 903-7951 Tel. 
(212) 903-8083 Fax 

anorthover@amanet.org 
www.amacombooks.org 
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AUTHOR GOALS 

Slogging: 

Audience: ---------------------------------------------------------
Hook: __________________________________________________________ __ 

Voice: ------------------------------------------------------------
Difference: -----------------------------------------------

Slog Activities: Comments/week Blog Carnival 

Guest Slogging Memetags 

Notes: __________________________________________________________ __ 

Social Networking: 

Sign up for: LibraryThing 
Gather 
Myspace 
Face book 

Networking Activities: Friends/week 

Shelfari 
Linked In 
BusinessMom.net 
Other 

Articles/week ---------

Online Article Syndication: Number of articles: 

Email Blast: Yes: No: --- ---
Amazon.com: Reviews: ___ _ Connect: ----
Discussion Boards: Topic Posts per week: --------

--------

Associate: ---

Schedule: Monday-----------Tuesday----------------

Wednesday--------------Thursday-----------

Friday------------------Saturday------------

Other thoughts: 

PLEASE RETURN TO ALICE NORTHOVER ASAP 
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PART 10 

The 10 Awful Truths 
About Book Publishing 

·---------· ..... .-___ ..... _____ _ 
____ ._ ..... _ .... __ . ___ _ 
.,. __________ -;,---___ ..,. ________ _ 
---.. ~--
~..-------- .. -----·---· n.r _______ _ 

- -----------, .. -------------"""-...... _ .. _ .. ______ _ 
-------~- .. --__ .. _________ _ -------- _.,. __ _ -----------· -----·-.. --
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THE 10 AWFUL TRUTHS ABOUT BOOK PUBLISHING 

Steven Piersanti, President, Berrett-Koehler Publishers Updated June 14, 2010 

1. The number of books being published in the U.S. has exploded. 
Bowker reports that over one million (1 ,052,803) books were published in the U.S. in 
2009, which is more than triple the number ofbooks published four years earlier (2005) 
in the U.S. (April14, 2010 Bowker Report). More than two thirds ofthese books are 
self-published books, reprints of public domain works, and other print-on-demand books, 
which is where most of the growth in recent years has taken place. In addition, hundreds 
of thousands of English-language books are published each year in other countries. 

2. Book industry sales are declining, despite the explosion of books published. 
Book sales in the U.S. peaked in 2007 and then fell by nearly five percent between 2007 
and 2009, according to the Association of American Publishers (April 7, 2010 AAP 
Report). Similarly, bookstore sales peaked in 2007 and have fallen since, according to 
the U.S. Census Bureau (Publishers Weekly, February 22, 2010). The major bookstore 
chains have been especially hard hit, with a 12 percent sales decline between 2007 and 
2009 (Publishers Weekly, April12, 2010). 

3. Average book sales are shockingly small, and falling fast. 
Combine the explosion ofbooks published with the declining total sales and you get 
shrinking sales of each new title. According to Nielsen BookScan- which tracks most 
bookstore, online, and other retail sales of books (including Amazon.com)- only 282 
million books were sold in 2009 in the U.S. in all adult nonfiction categories combined 
(Publishers Weekly, January 11, 2010). The average U.S. nonfiction book is now selling 
less than 250 copies per year and less than 3,000 copies over its lifetime. 

4. A book has less than a 1% chance of being stocked in an average bookstore. 
For every available bookstore shelf space, there are 100 to 1,000 or more titles competing 
for that shelf space. For example, the number of business titles stocked ranges from less 
than 100 (smaller bookstores) to approximately 1,500 (superstores). Yet there are 
250,000-plus business books in print that are fighting for that limited shelf space. 

5. It is getting harder and harder every year to sell books. 
Many book categories have become entirely saturated, with many books on every topic. 
It is increasingly difficult to make any book stand out. New titles are not just competing 
with a million recently published books, they are also competing with more than seven 
million other books available for sale. And other media are claiming more and more of 
people's time. Result: investing the same amount of effort today to market a book as was 
invested a few years ago will yield a fraction of the sales previously experienced. 

6. Most books today are selling only to the authors' and publishers' communities. 
Everyone in the potential audiences for a book already knows of hundreds of interesting 
and useful books to read but has little time to read any. Therefore people are reading 
only books that their communities make important or even mandatory to read. There is 
no general audience for most nonfiction books, and chasing after such a mirage is usually 
far less effective than connecting with one's communities. 
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7. Most book marketing today is done by authors, not by publishers. 
Publishers have managed to stay afloat in this worsening marketplace only by shifting 
more and more marketing responsibility to authors, to cut costs and prop up sales. In 
recognition of this reality, most book proposals from agents and experienced authors now 
have an extensive (usually many pages) section on the author's marketing platform and 
what the author will do to market the book. Publishers still fulfill important roles in 
helping craft books to succeed and making books available in sales channels, but whether 
the books move in those channels depends primarily on the authors. 

8. No other industry has so many new product introductions. 
Every new book is a new product, needing to be acquired, developed, reworked, 
designed, produced, named, manufactured, packaged, priced, introduced, marketed, 
warehoused, and sold. Yet the average new book generates only $100,000 to $200,000 in 
sales, which needs to cover all of these expenses, leaving only small amounts available 
for each area of expense. This more than anything limits how much publishers can invest 
in any one new book and in its marketing campaign. 

9. The digital revolution is expanding the number of products and sales channels 
but not increasing book sales. 
We are in the early stages of an explosion in digital versions ofbooks and digital sales 
channels for books and portions ofbooks. However, early indications are that the digital 
revenues are replacing traditional book revenues rather than adding to overall book 
revenues. The total book publishing pie is not growing, but it is now being divided 
among even more products and markets, thus further crowding and saturating the 
marketplace. And although some digital costs are lower, other costs are higher while 
price points are lower- making digital profits even slimmer than print profits thus far. 

10. The book publishing world is in a never-ending state of turmoil. 
The thin margins in the industry, high complexities of the business, intense competition 
in a small industry, rapid growth of new technologies, and expanding competition from 
other media lead to constant turmoil in book publishing. Translation: expect even more 
changes and challenges in coming months and years. 

STRATEGIES FOR RESPONDING TO "THE 10 AWFUL TRUTHS" 

1. The game is now pass-along sales. 

2. Events/immersion experiences replace traditional publicity in moving the needle. 

3. Leverage the authors' and publishers' communities. 

4. In a crowded market, brands stand out. 

5. Master new sales and marketing channels. 

6. Build books around a big new idea. 

7. Front-load the main ideas in books and keep books short. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

B rian Tracy is Chairman and CEO of Brian Tracy International, a com

pany specializing in the training and development of individuals and 

organizations. 

Brian's goal is to help you achieve your personal and business goals faster and 

easier than you ever imagined. 

Brian Tracy has consulted for more than 1,000 companies and addressed more 

than 5,000,000 people in 5,000 talks and seminars throughout the US, Canada 

and 80 other countries worldwide. As a Keynote speaker and seminar leader, 

he addresses more than 250,000 people each year. 

He has studied, researched, written and spoken for 30 years in the fields of 

economics, history, business, philosophy and psychology. He is the top selling 

author of over 50 books that have been translated into dozens of languages. 

He has written and produced more than 500 audio and video learning programs, 

including the worldwide, best-selling Psychology of Achievement, which has 

been translated into more than 20 languages. 

He speaks to corporate and public audiences on the subjects of Personal and 

Professional Development, including the executives and staff of many of 

America's largest corporations. His exciting talks and seminars on Leadership, 
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Selling, Self-Esteem, Goals, Strategy, Creativity and Success Psychology bring 

about immediate changes and long-term results. 

Prior to founding his company, Brian Tracy International, Brian was the Chief 

Operating Officer of a $265 million dollar development company. He has had 

successful careers in sales and marketing, investments, real estate development 

and syndication, importation, distribution and management consulting. He has 

conducted high level consulting assignments with several billion-dollar plus 

corporations in strategic planning and organizational development. 

He has traveled and worked in over 90 countries on six continents, and speaks 

four languages. Brian is happily married and has four children. He is active 

in community and national affairs, and is the President of three companies 

headquartered in Solana Beach, California. 

Brian is the president of Brian Tracy International, a company that helps in

dividuals and businesses of all sizes achieve personal and professional goals. 

To learn more about Brian Tracy, please visit www. briantracy.com/ AboutBrian. 

If you have any questions about Brian Tracy learning programs and services, 

please email Support@BrianTracy.com or calll-858-436-7300. 
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NOTES 
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NOTES 
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NOTES 
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NOTES 
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